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In reading this eBook, be very certain you never go past a word you
do not fully understand.

The only reason a person gives up a study or becomes confused or
unable to learn is because he or she has gone past a word that was
not understood.

The confusion or inability to grasp or learn comes AFTER a word that
the person did not have defined and understood.

It may not only be the new and unusual words that you will have to
look up.  Some commonly used words can often be misdefined and
so cause confusion.

This datum about not going past an undefined word is the most important
factor in the whole subject of study.  Every subject you have taken up
and abandoned had its words you failed to get defined.

Therefore, in reading this eBook be very, very certain you never go
past a word you do not fully understand.  If the material becomes
confusing or you can’t seem to grasp it, there will be a word just
earlier that you have not understood.  don’t go any further, but go back
to BEFORE you got into trouble, and find the misunderstood word and
get it defined.  

Impor tant Note
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The Small Business Success Manual can be used in a number of
different ways. You can start from the beginning and read all the way
through or you can pick out any chapter and immediately use the
information in that chapter. 

Each chapter has been written as a "stand alone", so to speak, and
will give you instantly useable information on running your business. 

On the other hand, going through the entire eBook will give you a very
thorough set of tools to put you in command of your business.

If you have 5, 15 or 50 employees, this eBook is for you. If you are just
starting a new business or thinking of starting a new business, this
eBook is for you.

The Small Business Success Manual is based on the works of L. Ron
Hubbard. Why was Mr. Hubbard’s works chosen? Very simply, his
technology works. Over 180,000 different businesses have used his
administrative technology in their business. That number continues to
grow as more and more people become aware of the incredibly
powerful principles he has developed.

Mr. Hubbard once said, 

"It’s not man’s dreams that fail him. It is the lack of know-how
required to bring those dreams into actuality." 

This eBook will help you bring your dreams into actuality.   

Some of the material in this eBook will sound very simple to you. It
was intended that way. A simple principle can be very powerful.

There are quite a few business principles out there that are much
more complex than what you will find here. I could have presented
some very complicated information to you, but I decided my purpose

Introduction
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was not to impress you. My purpose is to help you gain control of your
business and build it up to the level you want it and to learn to run your
business with less stress and more enjoyment. 

I want you and your business to succeed. 

Some of the principles you find in this eBook will be very new to you.
My advice is to really give each piece of new data a chance to help
you. Most of the chapters include exercises or "drills.” Take the time to
do these exercises. They will help you.  These exercises will make the
principles easier to understand, but more importantly, easier to apply.

I decided to call this eBook "The Small Business Success Manual.”
What is a ‘small business?’ Some say any business with 1—250
employees classifies as a small business. Some say anything under
500 employees is still a small business. 

It is not really clear to me what a small business is. But what IS clear
to me is this: if any size business applies the principles in this eBook,
they will find themselves running a smoother, more efficient, more
ethical, and more productive operation. The people in charge of any
company of any size will find that "business" is much more enjoyable
and can be conducted with much less stress. They will come to work
each day with more confidence and increased certainty on how it all
works and what to do to fix things.

I’m assuming that you are reading this eBook because you would like
some help in improving your business. No matter what your business
situation, your business can be helped. You may even find your
business dramatically helped. 

You will also notice this eBook has quite a few testimonials in it. I
talked to many people who had applied some piece of Hubbard technology
to their business. I discovered a tremendously wide range of different
businesses that successfully used the data in this eBook. I don’t know
of any business that wouldn’t benefit from this data. That includes
doctors, lawyers, retail store owners, MLMers (those involved in multi-
level marketing), home-based businesses, carpenters, musicians,
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collection agencies, telemarketing firms, direct mail marketers,
Internet marketers, high tech companies, you name it! 

If it’s a business, then the data in this eBook will work. 

As is always the case with any workable technology, it will be as effective
as it is used. If you use the principles in this eBook, you will find things
improving. You will find it easier to run your business. 

I’m going to go over this point one more time. If you use the data in
this eBook, your scene will improve. One of the biggest problems in
today’s information age is the sheer quantity of information out there.
People can become conditioned to just receiving information. Don’t
just become a receptacle for data. By all means seek out useable
information, but once you find truly useable data, then USE IT!  

This eBook is overflowing with useable data. You may need to push
yourself through some personal inertia to get some of these principles
out of this eBook and into the real world. Realize now that any inertia
you overcome will be worth the effort. 

You may find yourself changing your mind about the way you look at
your business. You may find you no longer wish to do things the "way
they’ve always been done.” As long as your scene improves and
things get better, you are on the RIGHT track.

Before going any further, I want to ask you a few questions. I want you
to answer these questions for yourself:

1) Do you feel your customers can truly be helped with what you
deliver to them?

2) How often have you genuinely helped your customers in the past?

3) Have YOU received effective help in the past?

4) Do you feel your business can be helped?

5) Are you willing to have your business helped?
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The subject of "help" is a very, very interesting subject. In order for
anyone to receive any legitimate help, they have to be willing to
receive it. They need to feel that help is possible. If you feel help is
possible, then this eBook will give you a very healthy dose of it.

There is another flow to "help" that is worth mentioning. That is the
flow from you TO your customer. If you approach your customer from
the point of view of HOW you can help him and if you continue to
operate down this line, you will find things going a lot better for you.
You will find yourself appreciating your work more and your customers
will more readily purchase from you and refer to you. 

Increase your willingness to help your customers. Be willing to help
your staff. You should even go so far as to be willing to help your
suppliers and even your competitors. I read something in a recent
Harvey MacKay book that was very interesting. He mentioned a fellow
who runs a high tech company who always keeps his eyes and ears
wide open for good job opportunities. If he finds a job opportunity that
someone from HIS company would do better at, even if it means
losing a good employee, he alerts his employee to the availability of
this position. Harvey’s book goes on to point out that this fellow helps
the employee by finding him a better job; this helps the other
company by getting them somebody very qualified for the position;
and of course this referral creates excellent goodwill.  

Increase your willingness to help the people you come into contact
with. It would not be a bad idea to make a conscious effort every day
to increase your willingness to help others. This is not a "touchy-feely"
thing I am going over here. This is a real-to-life business tool that you
can use to increase your effectiveness and your bottom line.

One last note about this eBook: don’t try to implement everything
overnight. Apply one principle until you’ve got a real good feel for it
and are comfortable applying it. Then move on to other principles.
Stay at it, my friend, and you’ll find every success you anticipated for
yourself.
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March 13th is the day when L. Ron Hubbard was born. Today 150 US
mayors and governors proclaim March 13th: "L. Ron Hubbard Day.”
This is done because of Mr. Hubbard’s immense contributions to the
quality of human life. 

Here are some of the areas that Mr. Hubbard made contributions to:

The Field of Education 

After researching every sector of education, Mr. Hubbard found a
major ingredient missing: the technology of study itself. 

We all remember going through many years of education. Do you
remember being taught HOW to study? Yes, we were told to read the
first three chapters of our history book and that there would be a quiz.
Were we given the exact details of how to study? 

Are there specific principles associated with studying information?
What are the barriers to study? How does one overcome these
barriers?

Mr. Hubbard developed an exact technology of HOW to study. This
study technology has been used by millions of students around the
world. He discovered the primary barriers to study and he provided
exact solutions to those barriers. And he discovered that study and
education indeed have specific principles, which, if learned, would
enable someone to study virtually anything and become proficient in
that area. 

In Mr. Hubbard’s words: 

"The end and goal of any society as it addresses the problem of
education is to raise the ability, the initiative and the cultural
level, and with all of that the survival level, of that society. And
when a society forgets any one of these things it is destroying
itself by its own educational mediums."
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Schools all over the world are utilizing Mr. Hubbard’s study
techniques. When the student learns HOW to study and starts
succeeding in the wonderful process of learning, the symptoms that
cause teachers and school "psychologists" to misdiagnose disappear.
What is left is a student gaining knowledge, learning skills, applying
his information, and increasing his survival.

Mr. Hubbard went on to say: 

"Our intent is not to just salvage a few students. Our intent is to
reverse this whole decay of twentieth-century education." 

According to the literally thousands of reports sent in from students,
teachers, parents, school administrators and city officials, Hubbard
study technology is doing just that.

The Field of Drug Rehabilitation

L. Ron Hubbard’s drug rehabilitation methods are currently employed
in seventy nations and are credited with the salvaging of a hundred
thousand addicts. 

Hubbard methods in this field have also helped over a million people
to live drug-free lives and have helped countless people who were
suffering the adverse effects of medicinal use.

His technology is considered the premier technology of drug
rehabilitation. 

The Field of Criminal Reform

L. Ron Hubbard made unique and powerful discoveries regarding the
cause and prevention of crime. He wrote:

"If you want to rehabilitate a criminal, just go back and find out
when he did lose his personal pride. Rehabilitate that one point
and you don’t have a criminal anymore."
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The program that came out of Mr. Hubbard’s research in this area is
called "Criminon" which is currently working in over 1,700 institutions
worldwide. This program uses no drugs or punitive restraints, but
rather addresses what Mr. Hubbard calls the basic goodness within all
men.

Over 10,000 inmates have completed a Criminon course.

Author of a Common Sense Moral Code

L. Ron Hubbard was keenly aware of the state of morals in today’s
society. But instead of complaining about it to others, Mr. Hubbard
took it upon himself to write a common sense moral code. This moral
code is known to many as "The Way to Happiness." Mr. Hubbard
wrote this moral code in the form of a booklet that now has over 50
million copies in circulation in 18 different languages!

This wonderful booklet contains 21 simple life-enhancing precepts
that have been translated and printed into 35 different languages. This
moral code is completely nonreligious in nature and is based solely on
common sense. When people read the different precepts, it just
makes good sense that applying the information will enhance their life.
Moral codes that are forced on us are virtually useless. The Way to
Happiness is a moral code that people enjoy putting into action.

In the United States, The Way to Happiness® booklet forms the basis
of the hugely successful "Set a Good Example Campaign" which has
been used in over 7,000 schools and has involved over 5 million
American students.

The Arts

L. Ron Hubbard was also extremely prolific in the arts. 

L. Ron Hubbard’s literary achievements are legendary. 35 of his books
have appeared on international bestseller lists. The combined fiction
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and nonfiction sales of L. Ron Hubbard’s books has reached to over
120 million copies.

His photography has received awards in various corners of the world. 

He made breakthroughs in music that allowed renowned musicians
even greater creativity.

He designed full length feature films and helped with the recording of
musical albums.

Mr. Hubbard stated:

"A culture is only as great as its dreams and its dreams are
dreamed by artists."

The Field of Administration

L. Ron Hubbard did extensive research into how organizations work
and how people can perform at their best within an organization. He
has written literally thousands of pages on how to successfully run a
business. This eBook contains choice selections from these pages. 

It was mentioned earlier, but it is worth mentioning again. Over
180,000 businesses have successfully used Hubbard® administrative
technology.

L. Ron Hubbard has excelled in every area that he addressed. The
bottom line is and always will be results. The next chapter presents
testimonials from people who have used Mr. Hubbard’s technology in
their business. You will find a wide range of businesses represented.
The common denominator to these testimonials is this: someone took
a piece of Mr. Hubbard’s technology and applied it to their scene. They
saw that it worked and found the results truly worthwhile. 
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"I have used the Hubbard management techniques ever since I started
my business over 20 years ago.  No matter what is going on in my
business I have an exact formula with specific steps that I can apply
to achieve the next level of production. I have grown from one location
doing $700 per week in total income to 63 locations doing over
$400,000 per week. I can attribute this directly to following these
principles."

Sincerely, Mr. Jim Johnson
Founder Mr. Jim’s Pizza
Addison, Texas

"Our company has grown steadily over the past year. Where we found
that our expansion was slowing down, we used L.Ron Hubbard’s
principles to get us going again.  When we  moved forward rapidly we
used his administrative procedures to ensure that we turned each
success into further successes."

Terry Mc Clurg
Financial Manager
Personal Care Products Company

"We had experienced an incredible surge of expansion in our firm
from initially following a number of very basic management techniques
as noted in the Hubbard method of management technology. 

"One of the very interesting points our managers found when
implementing the Hubbard method on a larger scale was the absolute
lack of the added ‘---job stress’ and ‘high pressures’ that tend to develop
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when a company attempts an expansion phase or implements even
minor management changes. In fact, employee and management
level enthusiasm and even a sense of purpose has developed and
increased a hundredfold — directly attributable to our implementation
of this technology. 

"Our sphere of influence in the market place is so much stronger and
stable that we have all agreed to continue to employ this methodology
as we continue to grow."

R.C. Loehwing
CEO
Broadcaster’s Network International, Ltd.

"I have been using L. Ron Hubbard’s technology in my business for
the past 2 years. My statistics and my income have gone up, yet the
level of effort and stress has gone down. My income has gone up over
50%, yet my working hours have gone down from a 60+ hour working
week, to a leisurely 35 hour week, and I have been able to give 3 more
people jobs. 

"My staff also use Hubbard technology, and uniformly they find it
helps, and their statistics and income rise. My bank manager is
constantly amazed at the consistent high growth rate of my company,
and its stability and solvency for a mere 2.5 year old concern.
Hubbard technology is the reason."

Wendy Pillar
Editorial and Production Services Company

"I started my business in 1990. I have used some part of L. Ron
Hubbard’s technology since the beginning, more as I go along. It
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seems that the more of it I use, the less effort I put into running it. I can
see what needs to be done before any disaster occurs. Since 1990
each year has been better than the year before."

Alan Eames
Owner/Electronics Company 

"In my work, I am called upon to go to businesses of various types
(which I know nothing about) and rapidly understand their data
processing needs. However, because I understand the principles of
organization as expressed in L. Ron Hubbard’s administrative
technology, I am able to do this with ease. After a short time, our
clients often state that they feel that I understand their business
better than they do!

"I have been able to sort out the most thorny problems for our clients
using this technology, with the clients asking me: ‘how in the world did
you figure that out?’ Needless to say, without L. Ron Hubbard’s
administrative technology, I would not be able to provide this kind of
service."

Chuck Prenner
Software Consultant
Advanced Logics, Inc.

"I have used L. Ron Hubbard’s administrative technology successfully
for the past 20 years as a Realtor, mortgage broker, and builder.  I
cannot even imagine trying to run these businesses without this very
valuable, easy to apply technology.  Not only did I have a lot of fun
helping others in these sometimes stressful areas, but I noticed that
their home buying/loan application experience was a lot more
pleasant for them.  
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"My greatest appreciation of the workability of this technology is that I
am one of the few folks in this industry that doesn’t have any ‘war
stories’ to relate since I was always able to work things out for my
clients and give them what they actually needed and wanted in their
home ownership."

Laurel Zyvoloski
Real Estate Agent/Mortgage Broker

"I have been running my business using L. Ron Hubbard’s business
technology for 18 years. It has helped me through difficult times, but
more importantly has helped me spot when things were going slow
and what to do to correct that. It stabilized me very early on and put
me in an excellent position to expand. 

"Instead of guessing what to do, the technology helps you to know
what to do in different areas of your business, from personnel to
marketing, to long range planning, etc. I highly recommend it to
people who want to be successful."

Bill Nichols
Child Counselling Center

"For the first 14 years I practiced law I did it by the seat of my pants
and by hit or miss.  If something worked fairly well, I would implement
it, and the overall results were poor at best.  Then 22 years ago I
discovered L. Ron Hubbard’s administrative technology, and found
there was a way I could reliably get new business in and handle it
effortlessly with good results every time.  

"I learned if something bad happened, there was a tool to help explain
it and to pull it out; if something good happened, there is a tool to
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make it better and keep it that way.  With this technology one has what
seems to be distilled common sense and experience available at
one’s fingertips, and answers to every question."

L. D. Sledge
Attorney at Law

"I have recently set up a new business, and have utilized the technology
of L. Ron Hubbard in doing so. The business has run smoothly and
very successfully from day one. I cannot over emphasize the
importance of Hubbard technology for running my business."

Don McClintock
Computer Network Company

"I have applied my knowledge of Hubbard technology to increase
productivity, raise quality, reduce response time, obtain better sales
results and build morale among co-workers."

George Bruce

"L Ron Hubbard’s business management technology covers every
aspect of business but because my business is rather small, just me
— out of my home — I’ve only applied the very basic fundamentals.
For example, ‘Exchange in Abundance’ - this simple statement
continually keeps me so busy with a continual flow of new business, I
barely have time for anything else.  

"As I’m also a student I have only so much time to devote to my business
so haven’t yet incorporated the broad scope of his technology but
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when more time becomes available, I will and will also expand
accordingly."

Rachel Lockwood
Independent Full Service Telecommunications Representative

"I have been using L. Ron Hubbard’s administrative technology in my
printing business for many years. As a result, my company has
obtained an unshakable stability in terms of growth and potential. At
times, it seems all I have to do is open up the doors in the morning
and let the magic of Hubbard technology do its thing!"

Bruce Hilliard,Owner
Commercial Printing Company

"Two years ago the sales in our herbal manufacturing company went
on a steep six months decline. We then applied one small piece of L.
Ron Hubbard’s administrative technology on promotion. The decline
immediately reversed and sales have been going up ever since."

Andrew David and Christine Harrison
Herbal Manufacturing Company

"I am so fortunate to have found L. Ron Hubbard’s technology, as I
have had vast benefits. Of most importance is this: all of my life, I have
wanted to help others through my work. I had countless business
ideas. Yet, I was having difficulty FULLY reaching my highest goals. 

"I began to apply two areas of Mr. Hubbard’s technology. My
understanding of life, work and its problems became very sharp and
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certain. I am now reaching ALL my goals. My self confidence has
grown tremendously. I trust my executive decisions and abilities. This
technology is incomparable, sound and full of goodness!"

Dr. Betsy F. Meshbesher
President
Meshbesher Health Corporation

"I have used L. Ron Hubbard’s technology in my wedding photography
business. Without this technology, I would be just another starving
artist!"  

Christopher Kight - Christopher Kight Photographers
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Let’s say the line of work that you’re in is TV/VCR repair. You come to
the home of Mrs. Thomas and she says: "My VCR is on the blink.
Sometimes it records the TV shows I want, and other times it doesn’t
record anything at all."

Before you decide that there is something wrong with the VCR itself,
you go over with Mrs. Thomas the procedure for programming the
VCR. You satisfy yourself that Mrs. Thomas knows how to use the
VCR and knows how to program it so that it will record what she
wants. 

You now have determined that there is something functionally wrong
with the VCR. You open up the VCR and with relatively effortless skill,
you find the EXACT problem and fix it. You knew where to look and
once you found the problem, you knew what to do about it. 

Now, it took some training and some practical application before you
became skilled in TV and VCR repair. You learned the basics of
electronics and then you learned how the various appliances are put
together.  After a fair amount of practice, you got very good at fixing
these kinds of things. You gained the confidence to go into anyone’s
home and look at their television or video cassette recorder and know
what to do to fix it (unless of course the machine had gotten itself to
where it was UNfixable, but your knowledge and experience would tell
you that as well). 

In other words, you learned the tools of your trade. You learned them
and now you use them. You are able to apply your craft with
confidence.

The same is true of running a business. There ARE tools to running a
business. L. Ron Hubbard spent a great deal of time developing these
tools. 
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From my point of view, information and ideas are only as valuable as
they can be applied to a desired result. The principles and tools in this
eBook will work if they are applied. Even if you only half-heartedly
apply them, they will still work. 

So, without any more introduction, let’s get this technology presented
and working for you.

The first tool comes in the form of a very interesting "triangle.” This
triangle will give you a new approach to your entire business and to
every facet of it. 

There are three terms that are used together as part of this triangle: 

L. Ron Hubbard says the following about these terms and this
triangle:

"There is a triangle that is particularly applicative to an executive, but
also applies to anyone. It has not been widely known.

"It is the K—R—C triangle. The points are K for KNOWLEDGE, R for
RESPONSIBILITY and C for CONTROL.

"It is difficult to be responsible for something or control something
unless you have KNOWLEDGE of it.
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"It is folly to try to control something or even know something without
RESPONSIBILITY.

"It is hard to fully know something or be responsible for something
over which you have no CONTROL, otherwise the result can be an
overwhelm.

"A person can of course run away from life and go sit on the backside
of the moon and do nothing and think nothing. In which case he would
need to know nothing, be responsible for nothing and control nothing.
He would also be unhappy and he definitely would be dead so far as
himself and all else was concerned. 

"The route up from death or apathy or inaction is to KNOW something
about it, take some RESPONSIBILITY for the state one is in and the
scene, and CONTROL oneself to a point where some control is put
into the scene to make it go right. Then KNOW why it went wrong,
take RESPONSIBILITY for it, and CONTROL it enough to make it go
more toward an ideal scene.”

Mr. Hubbard goes on to say that if you looked at these three areas of
life: KNOWLEDGE, RESPONSIBILITY and CONTROL and looked at
them in terms of a TRIANGLE, you will notice that if you increase one
corner of the triangle, the other two corners will go up. If you increase
your knowledge of something, you will increase your ability to be
responsible for it and you will increase your ability to control it.

For example, let’s say you have a situation in your business, and you
don’t feel you can confront it. Well you’re certainly going to have a
difficult time controlling it. 

Let’s step back a second and look at how you can put this triangle to
work for you. 

One thing you can do is go and find out more about the situation.
Increase your knowledge of it. However you choose to do this, simply
increase your knowledge of it. Maybe you just go and ask a few
questions about the situation. Maybe you read a few things about it.
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You’re not trying to control the situation right now, you’re just trying to
increase your knowledge of it. In applying this one corner of the triangle
and by increasing your knowledge of the situation, you will find you
have increased your ability to control and to be more responsible for
the situation.

By the way, the opposite is also true. If you decide to take less
RESPONSIBILITY for some area, you will instantly find that you are
less able to CONTROL it and interestingly enough, you will find that
you even KNOW less about it. The same is true of all three corners of
the triangle. Increase or decrease one corner and the other corners
will increase or decrease thereby.

This triangle and the way this triangle works is capable of dramatically
increasing your effectiveness as an executive. It can also dramatically
increase your staff’s effectiveness.

And it can be applied to other areas of your life: your family, your
relationships ... any nook and cranny of your life will respond to this
technology.

Additionally, Mr. Hubbard said:

"Most people have a dreadfully bad opinion of their capabilities
compared to what they actually are. Hardly anybody believes
himself capable of what he is really capable of accomplishing.

"By inching up each corner of the KRC triangle bit by bit, ignoring
the losses and making the wins firm, a person at length discovers
his power and command of life."

I suggest you take that last paragraph and type it out on a piece of
paper and display it very visibly somewhere in your office. Maybe tape
it to your computer monitor or on the wall right in front of you.

If you inch up each corner of this triangle in any situation you find
yourself in, AND if you ignore the losses and make the wins firm, you
will at length discover your power and command of life.
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Doing The Opposite Gets Us Nowhere

Do you know what too many people do? They ignore the wins and
make the losses firm! In other words, if they have a loss, they dwell
on it, perhaps talk an awful lot about it or go into blaming themselves
or others for it. Have you ever found yourself spending all kinds of time
thinking about a loss? I know I have! Somehow, all of that time didn’t
produce anything positive for me.

Well, you now have a completely different route to take in terms of
losses you’ve had or may have: IGNORE THEM. Make a causative
decision to ignore them. This may take a little practice, but don’t
underestimate the value of ignoring the losses.

And the other side of this coin is making the wins firm.  This is a very
important part of making this all work for you. When you have a win or
achieve something good, take some time and effort and make it firm.
Let’s say you had a really good production week. You could pat
yourself on the back and get on with the next week. That’s one
approach. Another approach is to really acknowledge the good
production that you and your staff accomplished. Get everybody
together and acknowledge the team for a great week. Take them out
to dinner. Find out what people did that week that was successful.
Strengthen those points. Make the wins firm!

There are countless ways to make the wins firm, but trust me — if you
take some time when there’s a gain or an accomplishment and if you
do something to make that gain or win firm, you will have more and
more of them. 

If your secretary handled a call particularly well and it was a caller who
was important to the firm, then take a few seconds and really let her
know that she did a good job. Do this enough, and she will do a
better and a better and a better job. And while you’re at it, let her in on
the K-R-C triangle and she’ll use this technology to increase HER
effectiveness.

Once again, I caution you not to treat this piece of technology lightly.
This is very, very powerful stuff. As I said, many people ignore the wins
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and make the losses firm. And guess what? They have less and less
wins and more and more losses. Take a few seconds and digest this
concept: many people ignore the wins and make the losses
firm...reverse this approach—ignore the losses and make the wins
firm.

Can it really be that simple? You’ll never know unless you try. You may
have to apply this tech for a little while to get it really going for you.
Let’s look at this quote one more time:

"By inching up each corner of the KRC triangle bit by bit, ignoring
the losses and making the wins firm, a person at length discovers
his power and command of life."

You have a tool now to tremendously increase your effectiveness. Use
it well. Let others in on it!
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Successful Application Of The 
Material In This Chapter:

Tim Mantis works as a trainer for Survival Strategies, a management con-
sulting firm in Los Angeles. He routinely uses the KRC Triangle in his work:

"When working with a client it is important to know as much about him and
his practice as possible. In that way, it is easier for me to take responsibility
and create a positive effect on his practice. To the degree that I care about
the person in front of me which, for me, really demonstates the definition
of responsibility - to that degree, I am able to control and guide him and his
practice to a much improved scene."
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This chapter will give you a whole new perspective on how to put
order into your business. It will also give you a very new approach to
the handling of disorder that surfaces in every business. 

One sees all kinds of disorder in life and in business. But many people
try to handle the disorder directly. This approach does not work.

Here is an excellent quote from L. Ron Hubbard on this very subject:

"You should know that the key to the handling of any area, to
improve it, is to bring order. But there is a datum about this:
Every time you put some order into an individual’s life or a group
or society, a little confusion blows off. It appears, then
dissipates.

"Ignore the confusion. It is transitory. Order is not. It stays. The
wrong thing to do is give up. Persist with what you are doing to
put in order and it will begin to resolve the situation. Start with
one thing. Resolve it. Then move to the next and resolve that.
Step by step, you will master the situation.

"It is important to know this data about disorder, as it will help
you through any rough spots you encounter. If you follow this
basic rule and persist, you will succeed."

Let’s take a look at this more closely.

Mr. Hubbard is saying that when you start to bring order into anything,
that disorder shows up and then blows off (disappears). But what
happens with some people is this: they attempt to put some order into
an activity and the resulting disorder throws them off. They become
upset or agitated by this disorder and they stop putting order in. They
go off to another area of the business where this disorder is not
visible or they go for a nice walk to calm themselves down.
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But what if you KNEW ahead of time that your attempts to put order
into the activity would be productive of disorder. What if you KNEW
that with certainty? You would not be so inclined to be thrown off by
the disorder that surfaces. You would know ahead of time that
disorder was going to show up and knowing that would put you in a
much, much better position to deal with the resulting disorder.

And how should you deal with the resulting disorder? By putting in
more order. Mr. Hubbard says: "The trick is to keep on bringing order;
and soon the disorder is gone, and you have orderly activity
remaining." 

So what should you do when disorder flies up in your face when you
attempt to put some order into an area of your business? Keep on
bringing order. Well, what about all this disorder that is now present
and demanding your attention? You simply ignore it, per the quote
above. 

Now that doesn’t mean that if while getting order into your business,
the fire alarm rings and smoke is pouring out of the back office, that
you ignore the smoke and keep on putting in order. Don’t go robotic
on this. The focus is on continuing to put order in. If you keep on
putting order in, the disorder WILL finally blow off (disappear) for good
and yes, you will have orderly activity remaining.

Let’s look at an example of how this would work. You have a
receptionist at the front desk and you would like to get this person
more productive. You would like her to be more brisk about her
channeling of calls and also much more friendly. You go over your
intentions with her and she barks at you: "I’m doing the best I can! I
have two small kids and I don’t have a husband bringing home a
paycheck anymore and I’m trying as hard as I can here!"

Whoah! That was a nice burst of disorder. Well, one approach to that
situation would be to be "nice" and not disturb her anymore and to
decide that she is indeed trying and gosh, the husband situation does
look a bit grim for her...so you back off.
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That approach will not get you a more functional receptionist. That
approach will not get the overall activity more productive. And that
approach will actually harm your receptionist more than help her!
Why? Well, what you’ve done is gone into agreement with the
confusion and disorder that just surfaced from your attempt to put in
some order. 

This receptionist, under most circumstances, IS capable of doing what
you want her to do. By going into agreement with her difficulties and
by granting life to the disorder that flared up, you are basically telling
her: "yes, you poor thing, you are not able to get more skilled and
productive on your post here. Your difficulties are greater than your
abilities. You poor, poor thing!"

So you actually harm the receptionist who more times than not CAN
make the grade and get better and more effective. And by backing off
from the disorder that surfaced, you also harm the group — a much
more effective and functional reception post will make things easier for
the group and a friendlier receptionist will attract more business. 

Therefore, going into agreement with the disorder that came about is
not an excellent approach. 

Different Approach = Very Different Outcome

Let’s look at another way to handle this same situation:

You tell your receptionist what you’d like her to improve and she says:
"I’m doing the best I can! I have 2 small kids and I don’t have a
husband bringing home a paycheck anymore and I’m trying as hard
as I can here!" And you say: "Oh, I wasn’t aware of that. That’s not a
great scene, Mrs. Jones. I understand that. Thank you for telling me
that. Now, about this idea to get communications channeled faster..."

What just happened there? Well, you acknowledged Mrs. Jones for
what she said to you. You showed some compassion for her situation.
And you thanked her for telling you those things. AND you then
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returned to the activity of putting more order into the reception area. If
you sincerely understand and acknowledge Mrs. Jones, you will be
able to return her to your original request.

As you continue to put more order into this reception area, you may
see some more disorder come up. So what do you do? You continue
to put the order in and the disorder will eventually disappear completely,
and you will have orderly activity remaining.

This technology on order and disorder may seem very, very simple.
But it is very, very powerful. If you know ahead of time that attempts
on your part to put in order will be productive of disorder every time,
and if you then just continue to put in the order —  the disorder will be
history.

Keep on bringing order to every part of your business, know that this
will be productive of disorder for a while, ignore the disorder, and keep
on bringing in more order. The disorder will be eventually and fully
replaced by order. 

Enjoy the fruits of this one!
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Successful Application Of The
Material In This Chapter:

"I work in the New York State prison system and, about a year ago, took
over the position of the Attendance Control Officer, in addition to my
regular duties.  As such, I monitor the number of times our employees are
tardy or absent, and take steps with those who exhibit problems in either
area, or both, to exert control over the area.  

"Some of my co-workers thought I was crazy to take on this project, since
it was considered a full-time job in itself.  

"When I first took the post, it had been virtually unmanned for quite some
time, and tardiness and absence were completely out of control.  Although
the Department has a standard attendance control program to follow, this
project initially seemed completely overwhelming.  But I knew that the key
to straightening this mess out, lay in applying a piece of technology from L.
Ron Hubbard.  

"I discovered the basic problem that no one was properly completing the
standard form used to record occasions of tardiness or absence.  Thus, it
was impossible to properly document such instances, and subsequently
hold anyone accountable.  I issued a memorandum which instructed
everyone how to properly complete such form, and personally reviewed
each completed form, until all were hatted.  

"Next, I discovered that the properly completed forms were being
mishandled and misrouted.  I held a meeting with all who were involved in
the process, and corrected this situation.  We drilled the proper handling
and routing of the forms, until everyone was clear on what to do.  

"I continued to gradiently implement all aspects of the attendance control
program, until, finally, I had all steps in place.  Within a year, I had reduced
tardiness by a whopping 81%, absence by 67%—in addition to all of my
regular duties. During this whole experience, a SIGNIFICANT amount of
disorder surfaced. I was not ‘convinced’ by the disorder to stop the
program. I just continued to put in order. It worked like a charm!"

Robb Henderson
New York State Correction Captain
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John Bellmaine, is a personal counsellor. He utilizes the technology of L.
Ron Hubbard on a one-to-one basis and helps people resolve very difficult
problem areas. He has a very healthy respect for the principle of putting in
order and what can happen when you start that process going:

"When you are working with people on a very personal one-to-one basis
and helping them with problems they have not been able to resolve, there
is one thing you can be sure of: when you start putting order into their lives,
some disorder will show up. Knowing what Mr. Hubbard says about this, I
do not get dismayed or upset when any of this disorder or confusion
surfaces, I just keep on putting in the order. It is a very comforting feeling
when you know that the disorder and the confusion will disappear if you
continue to just put in the order. It makes my job a lot easier and an awful
lot saner."  

Rick Palmquist, a veterinarian, had this experience with putting in order:

"I had just learned about Hubbard Management Technology and began to
implement some of it in our office. Unknown to me, inside my office there
were many things going on that shouldn’t have been happening. One of my
employees, in an attempt to hide his unethical behavior, actually caused
my whole staff to leave on the same day. If it were not for the technology,
I probably would have lost my business, not to mention my health and
sanity.  I thought, ‘this is a pretty big confusion, so I must be putting in a lot
of order.’ I relaxed and ran an ad. 

"By the next week I had hired all new staff and finished the month with the
highest-ever production for our office, and this was done with a completely
new and untrained staff. Needless to say, our office production has
continued to rise to highest evers for 10 years. When you know this fact
then confusion becomes your friend and stress nearly vanishes!"
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The subject of control is a crucially important subject. To the degree
that you are not controlling some aspect of your business, to that
degree you are not flourishing and prospering. This does not mean
that YOU have to be personally in control of all the details of the business.
But it does mean you should be in control of all the important parts of
your business.

The word control is a very interesting word. To some it means making
them do things against their will. And there are those who actually
cringe when they hear the word "control.” People who feel that control
is bad are simply people who have been badly controlled. And bad
control is really no control at all. 

L. Ron Hubbard says the following about "control":

"People who wish to control others, but who do not wish others
to control anything, bring us into a difficulty by establishing a
fallacy. That fallacy is that there is such a thing as ‘bad control.’
Control is either well done or not done. If a person is controlling
something, he is controlling it. If he is controlling it poorly, he is
not controlling it. A machine which is being run well is controlled.
A machine which is not being run well is not being controlled.

"Therefore, we see that bad control is actually a ‘not-control.’"
...

"In other words, one either controls something or he does not. If
he does not, we have developed a misnomer. We have
developed the idea that there is such a thing as ‘bad control.’

"People who have been ‘badly controlled’ (which is to say, who
have been merely shaken up and have not been controlled at
all) begin to believe there is something bad about control. But
they would really not know what control is since they have not
been controlled in actuality.
…

The Anatomy Of Control
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"The cycle-of-action of this universe is start-change-and-stop.
And this is also the anatomy of control. Almost the entire subject
of control is summed up in the ability to start-change-and-stop
one’s activities, body and his environment.”

So, according to Mr. Hubbard, if you can start, change and stop
something, then you can control it. 

What do you do when you get into a car? When you start the engine,
do you just put your foot down on the gas pedal and then let the car
go on its own? Not hardly. You exercise control over the car. You start
the car and stop the car. You also change the way the car drives and
where it drives. You do this by starting, changing and stopping the
steering wheel. You start, change and stop the brake pedal. There are
a number of different things that you start, change and stop regarding
this car AND if you don’t start, change and stop these things correctly
then you eventually have an accident. So control is pretty darned
important when it comes to driving a car, yes?

What about a child? Does control play any kind of a role in raising a
child? Would you let a 3 year old child play in a room that had frayed
electrical wires and broken glass in it? No! You would insist on controlling
the space the child played in so that the child was safe. Would you let
the child stay up all night whenever he wanted to? (Maybe some of
you do that, but I won’t moralize here). The child actually prefers good,
positive control.

Now let’s get to the nuts and bolts of your business. Are you willing to
control the various parts of your business? Answer that question
honestly. To the degree that you are not willing to control an important
aspect of your business — to that degree that area is probably
controlling you. You may say, well, I have that area in the hands of
someone who controls it very well, thank you! Fair enough. What if
that person quit tomorrow? Could you wade in and handle that area
without flinching?

Mr. Hubbard goes on to say about control:
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"Franticness, helplessness, incompetence, inefficiency and
other undesirable factors in a job are all traceable to inabilities
to start-change-and-stop things."

So, if you increase your ability to start, change and stop the different
parts of your business, you will increase your control of these different
parts of your business. 

How do you go about increasing your ability to do this? Once again,
let’s look at what Mr. Hubbard suggests:

"In the stop of start-change-and-stop we see, in essence, the
entirety of the stable datum. If one can stop just one particle or
datum in a confusion of particles or data, one has begun a
control of that confusion.

"In the matter of a mass of calls coming into the switchboard
simultaneously, each call insistently demanding the attention of
an operator, control is asserted on the switchboard by the
operator’s stopping just one demand. It does not particularly
matter which demand is stopped. Handling just one call permits
one then to handle another call and so forth, until one has
changed the condition of the switchboard from a total confusion
to a handled situation.

"One feels confused when there is nothing in a situation which
he can stop. When he can at least stop one thing in a situation,
he will then find it possible to stop others and finally will recover
the ability to change certain factors in the situation. From this he
graduates into an ability to change anything in the situation and
finally is capable of starting some line of action."

You may want to read those last two lines over and over again. Those
last two lines contain key information on how you can increase your
ability to start, change and stop things.  

Here is an exercise you can do:
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1) Find some area of the business that you feel you are not controlling.

2) Now select one part of that area — it doesn’t matter which part it is
— and stop that part. Put a conclusion to that one part. 

3) You will find it more possible to stop other parts of this confusing
area. Do so. 

4) You will now have recovered the ability to change certain factors in
the situation. Do so. 

5) You will now have moved up to being able to change anything in
that situation. Do so. 

And finally you will be capable of starting some line of action there. 

Controlling Parts Of The Business

Do you or your staff have any difficulty controlling a piece of
equipment? Controlling the tools and equipment of the workplace is
very important, yet some people are awkward or clumsy with certain
pieces of equipment. If this is the case, here is a helpful procedure: 

Let’s say your assistant has difficulty using the X-Ray machine. Have
her go up to the X-Ray machine and tell her to "reach that X-Ray
machine." She should then reach towards it and even touch it.
Acknowledge her for having done so. Then, while she is touching it,
tell her to "withdraw from that X-Ray machine." At that point, she pulls
back from touching it. Acknowledge her again. You then tell her again
to "reach that X-Ray machine"—she reaches and touches it, and after
you see that she has adequately reached it, you have her "withdraw
from that X-Ray machine." Give these two directions over and over
(each time acknowledging her) until the person feels good about the
X-Ray machine. She may even have a realization about something, at
which point you would end off on the exercise. This exercise should
not take very long, but make sure you continue it until the person feels
better about the X-Ray machine. 
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This exercise will help people become more comfortable with the
various objects of the workplace, and being more comfortable with
them, they will be more able to start, change and stop them. Their
ability to control these objects will be increased. This can be done on
any object in the workplace. This is a great exercise to use with new
staff—it will help them become more familiarized with the various
objects in their immediate area: their desk, their computer, etc. 

If there are any parts to your business where you feel uncomfortable,
you can do this exercise on yourself. Just go to those areas and do
this "reach" and "withdraw" procedure and you will find yourself in
better communication with the area or object(s). 

This procedure has application in every area of life. I recall using it
after renting a type of car that I had not driven before. I did the "reach"
and "withdraw" on the steering wheel, the dashboard and other parts
of the car. Afterwards, I felt very comfortable with this car and was able
to easily control it. 

Now we come to a very powerful part of our discussion about control.
It is best stated in a most concise way by Mr. Hubbard:

"Control=Income"

Your income is completely under your control. If you are able to
control the different parts of your business and if you DO control the
different parts of your business and if you do so in a way that causes
your staff to become more competent and more efficient, your income
will go up!

And that breaks down to the ability to start, change and stop things.
Increase your willingness and ability to start, change and stop the
different parts of your business, and you will find that
"Control=Income" to be 100% the case!

Enjoy!
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Successful Application Of The
Material In This Chapter:

Dr. Neil Woods has been practicing dentistry since 1972. His practice is
located near Annapolis, Maryland. 

"When I first started applying L. Ron Hubbard’s administrative technology,
the practice was collecting $270,000 per year. Five years later, the practice
was collecting over a million per year. This principle: ‘Control = Income’
was a major principle for my practice. I basically learned to control various
areas of the practice that I previously had not been controlling. 

"The major area of control that was put in was the Executive Director post,
my post. Prior to this, I would go around shooting myself in the foot,
correcting problems that I was not certain was a problem, operating the
practice on rumours and opinion and what I thought I knew best.

"I discovered the essence of control is knowing how to start, change and
stop things. This principle of ‘Control = Income’ allowed me to run a million
dollar practice as if it had power steering and automatic transmission as
opposed to the $270,000 practice with a bad clutch, poor suspension,
failing brakes and a leaky carburetor. Which model would you like?"
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There are a number of things to consider in expanding the size and
production of your business: promotion/marketing; increasing new
customers; maintaining a high level of quality service, etc.

In this chapter, we are going to look at expansion from another point
of view. 

Let’s look at a quote from L. Ron Hubbard on the subject of
expansion:

"All that is needed to expand an organization or its business,
given a good basic purpose and an area to expand into, is the
knowledge of the expansion formula:

"DIRECT A CHANNEL TOWARD ATTAINMENT, PUT
SOMETHING ON IT, REMOVE DISTRACTIONS, BARRIERS,
NONCOMPLIANCE AND OPPOSITION.     

"The basic formula of Living (not Life) is 
HAVING AND FOLLOWING A BASIC PURPOSE

"Thus expansion is an increase in living.  To increase living and
raise tone1 and heighten activity, one need only apply the
expansion formula to living.  Clean away the barriers, non-
compliance and distractions from the basic purpose and reduce
opposition, and the individual or group or organization will seem
more alive and indeed will be more alive."

The first thing to do is get a clean statement of the basic purpose of
your business. If your basic purpose is mainly to make a ton of
income, you may want to review this purpose and make some
revisions. You may have written a basic purpose at some time (some
people call it a mission statement) and yet YOU may have a different
basic purpose in your head. In other words, the basic purpose you’ve
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The Expansion Formula

1. tone: momentary or continuing emotional state of a person



written down is not exactly the basic purpose YOU are operating on. 
Your basic purpose can indeed include the production of income in it,
but the focus of any organization should be on the delivery of an
excellent product or service that the public are happy (and willing) to
exchange a valuable for.

So, let’s come up with a clean statement of your basic purpose and
let’s look that purpose straight in the eye and agree that that’s what
your organization should be operating on.  

We will assume that you have directed a channel toward attainment
by having started your business and that you have put something on
that "channel" in the way of customers and customer flow.

Now let’s look at your business from top to bottom, from side to side.
Is it set up to thoroughly carry out this basic purpose? Let’s apply the
"Expansion Formula" to your business and to the basic purpose of
your business.

Get out a pad of paper and execute the following exercise:

1) Go around to every nook and cranny of your business and observe
all the details of the place. 

2) Make a complete list of every barrier that you encounter. Barriers
could be of a physical nature - like not enough space or faulty flow
lines. Barriers could be mental - like staff not believing they can get
the job done. There could be financial barriers, logistical barriers,
scheduling barriers. Whatever would comprise a barrier, observe and
make a written record of it.

3) Make a complete list of any and all instances of noncompliance.
You’ve given orders over a period of time. Which of these orders have
not been complied with? Which of these orders have been only
partially complied with? You may have trained certain staff to do things
a certain way and they still are not complying. Or a staff member may
have been given a write-up of their post and they are not complying
with the details of that write-up. Look for any kind of noncompliance
and write it down.
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(Note: during this exercise, you are simply observing and recording.
You may need to ask a few questions of your staff, but at this point, do
not attempt any handlings, just simply observe and record.)

4) Now go through the entire business again and this time look for
distractions. What are the distractions present? Are there staff chit-
chatting excessively? Is there a particular employee who is fond of
distracting other employees from doing their day-to-day duties? Is
there a particular customer or customers who present significant
distractions to your business and business staff? Is there a radio
playing somewhere and your staff are keeping one ear on the radio
and one ear on things around them? Are there pictures on the wall that
distract people’s attention? Is the place cluttered? Observe for
anything and everything that comes under the category of a distraction
and write it down.

5) Now go through the business one last time and look for any points
of opposition. Are there some employees that make it harder rather
than simpler for other employees to do their jobs? Are there suppliers
or vendors who throw you curves instead of excellent service? Look
for points of opposition on any line, inside or outside the business.
Write them down.

(Another note: you may of course find distractions while looking for
points of noncompliance and vice-versa, so by all means write those
down when you observe it. I wanted to keep these separate so that
you specifically look thoroughly for each one, but if you find distractions
while looking for barriers, record them when you observe them.)

6) Hold a staff meeting and tell one and all what you’ve been doing in
Steps 1-5. Go over what the basic purpose of the business is and
that you will be going through the entire business and working to
eliminate barriers, distractions, noncompliance while also reducing
opposition. In other words, all the things that would get in the way of
basic purpose.

7) Now, I want you to go through this list, which we hope is not too
overwhelming a list for you, and find the points that are easiest for you
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to deal with. What are the distractions or barriers or points of opposition
or items of noncompliance that you feel you can comfortably deal
with? Good. Now go and deal with them. Remove them.

You don’t have to remove only distractions first or deal only with non-
compliance first. The idea is to address the items you feel YOU can
most easily address first. Don’t rush in and tackle the ones that are the
hardest. You know the story about the stack of kitchen plates: the
plates on the top of the stack are always the easiest ones to take off.
The ones on the bottom are much, much more difficult to remove. So,
give yourself some wins and remove the distractions, barriers, non-
compliance and opposition that are the easiest to remove. (Keep in
mind that you are doing this to clear away these things from the basic
purpose of the business, so that the basic purpose will manifest
itself more and more.)

8) Now look over your list again. Of the ones left, what are the easiest
to deal with? Very good! Go out and remove them. Handle them. Get
them out of the way!

Get Your Staff’s Agreement

You don’t need to step on people’s toes when you do this. At your staff
meeting, when you are going over the basic purpose, tell them that
you want to expand the business by removing certain things that get
in the way of this basic purpose. Enlist their agreement in this AND
tell them that this might mean some changes will go into effect; that
you might be getting firm with them to finish off certain incomplete
jobs; that you will be asking them to help you remove barriers and
distractions.

The more agreement you get from your staff on doing this activity the
better. 

The more thoroughly you do each step of this exercise, the more
expansion you will see.
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There is a certain magic to this "Expansion Formula.” The steps may
seem very simple, but if you roll up your sleeves and do this exercise
all the way through, you could see your business expand like crazy!

And that’s a "crazy" we like. 
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Successful Application Of The
Material In This Chapter:

Arte Maren has been a professional speaker and business consultant for 25
years. He uses Hubbard technology to help businesses to flourish. He finds
the Expansion Formula an extremely helpful tool. Applying this piece of
technology to one of his clients, he had this to say:

"The client had many of the usual concerns...employee motivation, marketing
profitability and sales efficiency. He was also working too hard for too little
return. First we sat down and ‘directed a channel toward attainment.’ This
included setting up agreed upon targets for the key execs and also making
sure each of the employees had their own targets and were in agreement
with their targets. Gaining the overall group agreement was a real key to the
success of the campaign.

"Then we ‘put something on the channel.’ We monitored production on a
daily, weekly and monthly basis and we ensured things were moving at a high
velocity. 

"We ‘removed distractions’ by discovering there was attention being placed
on prospects that were simply not qualified to purchase the products being
sold. We culled these prospects out and worked only on qualified prospects.
Statistics immediately improved on all marketing activities.

"We ‘removed non-compliance’ with the help of a report system developed by
Mr. Hubbard that enables an executive to receive timely feedback and also
track orders given to staff.

"We put in an ethics code for all staff and with these higher standards, it
became easy to see where there was any opposition or counter intention, and
if it showed up, we removed it. And interestingly, there were even a few
employees who removed themselves (couldn’t deal with the higher
standards).

"We continued to work on these different points of the Expansion Formula
and I’m pleased to say the company experienced significant increases in
sales and productivity. 

"Word got around the industry that while times were tough, there was at least
one company actually experiencing growth! A national magazine learned of
my client’s success and featured him and his company in a recent edition of
its magazine, including a cover page photo and his specific utilization of
Hubbard management as the key to his successful expansion."

Arte Maren can be reached at 818-887-4416, Fax 818-887-0027 or
email: amaren@aol.com
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Karen Gullett joined a start-up high tech firm in Clearwater, Florida to set
up a telemarketing section. She found the Expansion Formula to be
extremely helpful:

"This activity was a whole new area for myself and the firm; one for which
I did not have previously established guidelines. The Expansion Formula
was my most fundamental tool. Just exactly what it said is what I did. I put
staff there to form the channel; I handled distractions and oppositions and
I continued to apply this piece of tech until over 75% of the company’s
income came from the telemarketing section alone. In the most recent
quarter, the sales figures rocketed to 2 1/2 times the sales of the previous
quarter. The Expansion Formula was absolutely essential to these
statistical increases."
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Fixed Ideas:  Why You Want To
Get Rid Of  Them

Over the years each of us has accumulated various ideas about how
to do things. Most of these ideas help us in one way or another. There
are some ideas, however, that actually prevent us from getting on with
it. A specific type of idea that has been actually quite destructive is
known as the "fixed idea.”

As defined by L. Ron Hubbard a "fixed idea is something accepted
without personal inspection or agreement. It is the perfect ‘Authority
knows best.’ It is the ‘reliable source.’ A fixed idea is uninspected. It
blocks the existence of any contrary observation. Most reactionaries
(people resisting all progress or action) are suffering from fixed ideas
which they received from ‘authorities,’ which no actual experience
alters. That British red-coated infantry never took cover was one. It
took a score or two of wars and fantastic loss of life to finally break it
down. If any single fixed idea destroyed the British Empire, this one is
a candidate."

Let’s take a look at some examples of fixed ideas that you might see
in a business:

• "There are certain times of the year that my business just
doesn’t do well."

• "There are too many other businesses in my area who sell
what I sell."

• "It’s hard to find and hold onto competent staff who are willing
to go the extra mile."

Those are some of the fixed ideas that business owners have. There
are quite a few others. But the key to a fixed idea is this: a fixed idea
does NOT solve the problem. It actually prevents the problem from
being solved. People use fixed ideas to rationalize or "excuse away"
non-optimum situations.
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Example: Some businesses do exceptionally well during the
Christmas holidays, but there are a number of business owners who
believe the Christmas holidays are always slow!  They go year after
year believing that Christmas and New Years are slow. So guess
what? Christmas and New Years are always slow for them! Why?
Because they accepted this notion and decided this is the way things
are, so why do anything about it?

Now on the other hand, I know of several business owners who, after
experiencing slow times during the holidays, then took steps in
October and November to address this situation. One of them was
a health care professional who realized that some of his patients had
not used up their annual allowance on their insurance. These patients
were called and told to come in the last weeks of the year to ensure
they got the full value of their insurance and in to the practice they
came. 

The holidays for this health care professional were a real bonanza.
Why? Because he exercised some foresight and initiative. However,
if he had accepted the fixed idea that ‘Christmas and New Years are
slow’, and had he accepted that without really inspecting it, he would
not have used any foresight or initiative. He simply would have
experienced a slow holiday season year in and year out. 

Obviously, not all businesses can benefit from this idea of "using up
your full insurance benefits.” But if YOU are working on a way to handle
a non-optimum aspect of your business, then that aspect of your
business is not controlling you.

YOU are senior to any idea that can be created, BUT when you accept
an idea without really inspecting and understanding it, then that idea
has power over you. That idea can now prevent you from doing things
that contribute to your survival. 

Handling The "Fixed Idea"

You can undo the power of a fixed idea. You do this by simply recognizing
that it is a fixed idea and then inspecting the idea very carefully to see
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how it is that way and how it can possibly not be that way. This opens
the doors to solutions, doors that were not open before.

Let’s look at another example of a fixed idea and the effects it can
have on someone running a business: 

"The economy is bad. People just don’t have the money to buy
my products or services."

Whoah! Is that ever a perfect example of a fixed idea! Now I realize
there are probably quite a few economists out there right now who are
willing to argue with me on this point. They will give the most lucid
arguments about how, when the economy is in bad shape, people just
don’t have the money to afford much, and when the economy is in
better shape, people do have more money to spend on things.

And on one level, that is true. But let me ask you a few questions here.
What happens when YOU really want something? When you have a
very strong need and want for something, don’t you more times than
not go out and get it? Don’t you either make the extra money or use
your available credit to purchase these needed and wanted items? 

More times than not, when a consumer really wants a service or product,
they will find the way to purchase it. Does your customer really
want/need your product or service? Whose job is it to bring about this
recognition of need? Yours or the customer’s? Answer that one without
flinching and you’ll have yourself one of the keys to your prosperity.

And what about the businesses that ARE doing well while the economy
is not doing well? How is it that businesses that are delivering the
same product or service as you, in the same area as you, are doing
better than you? 

I’ll tell you why — it’s because they haven’t succumbed to the fixed
idea that because the economy is bad, then things will be bad for
them. They used some extra foresight and initiative and put together
the actions necessary to offset barriers that were external to their
business. Yes, the economy can be in worse shape, there is no denying



that. But to accept that fact as a reason why your business will now
be in rough shape is simply and only an example of how an idea can
have power over you!

What Elements Do You Actually Control?

You have control over what happens inside your business. You do not
have the same element of control over what happens outside your
business, i.e. the state of the economy, or when Christmas comes
each year! But you have full control over the affairs inside the
business; you have control over how much to promote and when to
promote; you have control over how efficient your staff are. If you are
not exercising full control over these areas, then that needs to be
addressed. But don’t succumb to a fixed idea as an excuse for not
having control over your internal scene. 

In conclusion, realize this: a fixed idea is something you have not fully
inspected. A fixed idea is something that is used to explain some kind
of non-optimum situation in life or in business. A fixed idea will NOT
open the door to any kind of a handling. 

Look hard at some of the ideas you have about how you view and
manage your business. Get rid of the fixed ideas and watch your
bottom line go out the roof!
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Successful Application Of The
Material In This Chapter:

The Executive Director of the Mace Kingsley Ranch School, had this to
say about ‘fixed ideas’:

"The MK Ranch School is an alternative educational institution which
deals primarily with ‘troubled teens.’ The teen is ‘troubled’ because that
individual is operating in such a way as to threaten his survival and the
survival of others connected to him. 

"One of the things we find is the teen has collected and is using numerous
‘fixed ideas.’ He or she has gotten these ideas from various places, but
the important thing is these different ‘fixed ideas’ prevent the child from
looking at his or her life objectively, and cause some very wrong decisions
to be made.

"Some examples of fixed ideas that we encounter from our teens: ‘My
parents are responsible for my condition’; ‘The world sucks, so why
care?’; ‘It’s my body, so I can do whatever I want to it!’

"At our school, we help the teenager to examine and shed these fixed
ideas. When the person no longer operates off of a fixed idea, it is very
easy to handle the real situations that come up in life and it is, by
observation, much more enjoyable!"
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Confront Your Way Up The
Ladder Of  Success

I promise you this: if you read this chapter with a truly open mind and
apply the principles in it without reservation, you will not only find your
business doing much better, you will find other areas of your life
improving immensely.

The word "confront" has taken on some interesting connotations. If I
were to say to you: "You need to confront Susan!" you would probably
get the idea that there needed to be a confrontation and that there
could be some sparks.

This connotation or definition of confronting is not the one we are
interested in right now. We are interested in a much more basic
definition. 

Defined by L. Ron Hubbard, "to confront" is:

"to face without flinching or avoiding."

This definition does not include the concept of some kind of an emotional
confrontation. It is simply "to face without flinching or avoiding." 

There are some things in life that we avoid facing. What we do in
these cases is to simply look away or look at something else. In other
words, instead of just simply confronting or facing something, we
direct our attention to something else.

Some things in life cause us to flinch. We find these areas difficult to
confront.

Your business may have various areas that you would rather avoid. If
you do, those areas will cause problems for you. At some point along
the line, any area of your business that you have difficulty facing or
confronting, that area will cause problems for you.
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Mr. Hubbard goes on to say:

"That which a person can confront, he can handle.

"The first step of handling anything is gaining an ability to face
it.
…

"Problems start with an inability to confront anything. Whether
we apply this to domestic quarrels or to insects, to garbage
dumps or Picasso, one can always trace the beginning of any
existing problem to an unwillingness to confront.
…

"The handling of a problem seems to be simply the increase of
ability to confront the problem and when the problem can be
totally confronted it no longer exists. This is strange and
miraculous."

I have applied this last paragraph to various situations of my life, and
I have to admit the results were indeed strange and miraculous. In
other words, when I totally confronted the problem, it no longer existed.

How can we apply this specifically to a situation in your business? 

Well, the first step to handling anything is gaining an ability to face it. 

What part of your business do you feel backed off from? What area of
running your business would you rather not face or confront? 

Let’s do this simple, but powerful exercise:

1) Write down a list of problems you are having with your business.

2) Which of these problems is it easiest for you to confront? Write this
problem down on a separate piece of paper.
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3) Now decide what you are absolutely certain you can do about that
problem. Write that down underneath this problem. Do NOT concern
yourself if what you wrote down seemed very small in its potential
effect - doing this entire exercise will work beautifully for you.

4) Now go off and DO this thing that you are absolutely certain you
can do.

5) What other part of this problem are you now certain you can do
something about? Write this down. Now go off and do this.

6) Repeat step 5 until you’ve totally confronted the problem.

7) Go back to step number 2 and choose the next problem that is now
the easiest for you to confront. Do steps 3 through 6.

8) Continue this until you’ve totally confronted each part of your
business that was a problem for you---.

What is happening when you do these above steps? You are gradually
CONFRONTING the different problems of your business. 

Don’t underestimate the power of this procedure. 

Where All The Problems Are Coming From

The reason you have ANY problem areas in your business stems from
some unwillingness on your part to totally confront that area. When
you start the process of confronting that area and then gradually
increase your willingness and ability to confront that area, the
problems in that area will cease to exist.

Does this technology apply to situations outside the business? You
bet it does! Relationships with spouses, children, parents, friends can
all be improved using this technology. Any problem in any area of your
life will respond to this technology.

It is interesting to note that some of us feel that life without problems
would be a dull and bland existence. Some of us feel that problems
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are part of the fabric of life and to be problem-free is an "airy-fairy"
proposition.

But I submit that we are much better off if we choose our problems
from a self-determined vantage point. I submit this is better than having
apparently unsolvable problems because we are not willing to totally
confront them. In other words, you will be a much happier and much
more effective person if you totally confront the components of your
life (and your business) and you will then be left with the ability to
choose what problems you’d like to have. 

How to expand the business to twice its current size is a problem I’d
much rather face and confront than to have problems in different parts
of the business that I am not confronting that then prevent me from
effectively expanding my business. There is a big difference between
these two scenarios.

How to organize the business so that I can have more free time is a
problem I would prefer having than other problems I may not be truly
confronting. These other problems tend to be nagging and they tend
to occupy our thoughts after hours.

You get the idea.

You now have a set of steps that can help you handle problem areas
of your business. Apply these steps and watch your problems resolve!
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Successful Application Of The
Material In This Chapter:

Kirk Mossing of San Jose, California:
"I have had much experience with L. Ron Hubbard’s technology. This
includes working with doctors, dentists, veterinarians, etc. I have worked
with them to help them "confront" their areas and confront their situations.
I did a confronting drill with a dentist who after 15 minutes told me that that
drill just saved him $10,000. I worked with a chiropractor who after one
morning of drilling was then able to get an entire baseball team on board
at his chiropractic practice."

Maurice Harding distributes air purifiers:

"I was taught that, in order to expand, that it’s necessary to move out of the
comfortable rut that one is in and to raise your confront and to raise your
willingness to confront. I have doubled my income by increasing my confront
of what can be done, and not just doing what I’ve always been comfortable
doing. This required real confront, but was truly worth the effort."

A friend of mine was asked to implement some basic Hubbard administrative
technology into an auto repair shop. She found that she needed to confront
numerous major situations and to get the staff to do the same:

"As I established a working structure for the various production sequences,
I became aware of a source of significant opposition within the company.
This was in the form of a key staff member, one who was very respected.
However, he actually opposed efforts to improve the scene, and this
opposition was very covert and therefore difficult to detect.

"When I confronted this situation and confronted this key staff member
regarding his opposition, he blew up and left the company. Subsequent to
his leaving, the administrative technology went in much more smoothly and
the business improved dramatically. If I had not confronted this whole
scene and this person’s negative involvement in it, the company would still
be struggling."
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Promotion
And 

Marketing



Let’s compare two different businesses. They both have very good
locations; they’ve both been in business the same number of years;
they both have the same number of competent staff working for them.
Yet one has many more customers than the other? Why?

I am going to give you one major reason why this is the case, and
before you decide that the reason I give is too simplistic, read the rest
of this chapter. 

The business that regularly and effectively communicates with its
customers will have far, far more customers than the business that
does not accomplish this.

Here is a quote from the works of L. Ron Hubbard:

"One’s ability to communicate can spell the difference between
success and failure in all aspects of living. You will notice that
those people you know who are successful in their endeavors
generally have a high ability to communicate; those who are not,
do not.

"Communication is not just a way of getting along in life, it is the
heart of life. It is by thousands of percent the senior factor in
understanding life and living it successfully."

The ability to effectively communicate is a powerful reason for the
success of many businesses. First of all, let’s examine what ‘effective
communication’ is. 

For communication to be effective, it must be fully understood on the
other side of the communication line.

If you use terms your customer cannot understand fully, you are not
effectively communicating. Some salespeople are compelled to rattle
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off the technical advantages of their product, even though they know
the customer CANNOT and DOES NOT understand what they are
saying. Maybe the salesperson feels this will impress the customer.
Well, something else entirely different occurs.

According to Mr. Hubbard, it is actually a technical phenomenon that
a person will go ‘mentally blank’ after he/she encounters a term that is
not fully understood. One does not need to be a rocket scientist to
know that a ‘state of blankness’ is not an ideal state for receiving
further communication. So, your customer goes to some degree out
of communication with you whenever you use terms or terminology
that he/she doesn’t fully grasp. 

No matter what the education level of your customer, if you don’t treat
each and every one of them with respect and communicate effectively
to them, the customer will go out of communication with you. And
when they go out of communication with you, they are less likely to
interact with you.

This is not really a new concept, but it is an important one. To the
degree that you are "out of communication" with your customers, to
the degree your customers are "out of communication" with you—to
that degree your business is losing income, possibly bucket loads of
income.

More Communication = More Customers

In order for you to increase the number of customers coming to you,
you need to increase the level of communication and understanding
you are having with your customers. 

What are some of the ways we can increase the communication with
our customers?

Do you write regular letters to your customers? If you do, you are rare.
People will really appreciate when they receive a personal letter from
you. The person feels wanted. Cared for. Communication accomplishes
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this. The absence of communication accomplishes the opposite. Yes,
this is a very hectic world today and yes, most folks will not give two
hoots one way or the other if they never receive a letter from you. 

But what about the person who does receive letters on a relatively
regular basis from you? Talk about standing out in a crowd! You can
almost do no wrong. When you increase communication, the result is
always an increase of affinity. And the more affinity your customers
have for you, the more willing they are to come in, and the more eager
they are to recommend others to you.

Yes, it will always come down to the quality of your service or product
you deliver that will cause your customers to recommend you to others.
But, once again, all things being equal, the business that communicates
regularly and effectively with his customers will be in much better
shape financially than the business that does not.

The letters you send out to your customers can be simply letters wanting
to know how they’re doing or they can be letters providing them with
some piece of data that will benefit their lives. There is a significant
amount of data that you could send out to your customers that can be
beneficial to their day to day living and enormously helpful in keeping
you and them IN COMMUNICATION with each other.

Customized Form Letters

What about sending out newsletters? A good idea and accomplishes
the purpose above to some degree. But a newsletter is not as powerful
as a personal letter. It is okay to set up your computer to do what is
called  a "customized form letter" where essentially the same letter
goes out to a number of your customers at a time with the computer
inserting their name and address at the top. Here would be two
examples of this kind of customized form letter:

Mrs. Joan Mac Millan
2341 Main Street
Tampa, FL 34521
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Dear Mrs. Mac Millan:

Hi. I was attending a seminar last weekend, and I wanted to pass on
some interesting information to my patients. The seminar addressed
the subject of "mega doses" of vitamins. What I found out from this
seminar is that mega doses are...

Mr. Robert Murray
211 Feather Circle
St. Petersburg, FL 34722

Dear Mr. Murray:

Hi. I found out recently that if you keep your air conditioner’s thermostat
at the level of 72 degrees that your electric bill will...

And away you go. These kinds of letters would be appreciated by a
vast number of your customers and even though it may be perceived
as going out to all (or many) of them, it will still be regarded as a
service to each.  And each customer that takes the time to read your
letter will consider that you care about them even more for taking the
time to send out the information. People appreciate feeling cared for.
Feeling cared for makes it a lot easier for people to want to exchange
back.

An incredibly easy way to care for people is to simply stay in
communication with them.

The most effective way to keep in the minds of your customers is to
continue to communicate to them. You can send them notices of new
merchandise or of price reductions. You can send them an information
type newsletter as suggested above. The closer you get to "personal"
letters, though, the better. What if you were the customer of a local
retail store—what would impress you more? A post card announcing
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a sale or a personal letter from the owner that thanks you for your
business AND also notifies you of a coming sale?

While your customers (or prospects) are in your establishment or even
if you’re just on the phone with them, use the opportunity to increase
the level of communication with them. You can implement this project: 

Ask every person your business comes into contact with the simple
question: "How can we service you better?" Write down each person’s
response and act on what you find. 

You can use all kinds of creativity here, but the main thing is to
increase the quantity and the quality of communication with your
most treasured commodity: your customers.

If you want to know which to concentrate on first: quantity or quality,
you may be surprised to find the first thing to address is the quantity
of letters, the quantity of outflow out to customers and prospective
customers. Concentrate initially on getting a good quantity of
communication and then increase the quality.

The subject of communication is indeed a simple subject. But it is not
given adequate attention. 

Get yourself into thorough and regular communication with your
customers and watch your business grow!
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What it takes to properly promote a business is not always well
understood. 

Some people feel promotion is an expense they cannot allow for.
Perhaps they spent money on promotion before and saw little or no
returns. 

Maybe they advertised in the local newspaper and only one or two
people came in from the ad, and the ad cost, let’s say $450. Of
course, if 2 people came in from a $450 ad and each of those people
purchased over $500 in services from you, then the ad was not a total
waste.

But what if nobody came in from the ad? Then the ad was a total
waste, right? Well, not exactly. You did promote yourself and your
business and it is quite possible that somebody or a few somebodies
saw the ad and then, after driving by, decided to come in. They may
not have said anything to you or your front desk person about seeing
the ad, but they might have seen it AND it might’ve registered somehow
for them while they were driving by without their being fully aware of
it. And then they pop in to inquire about your services...

Now, I’m not trying to get too theoretical here, but the fact remains the
ad was a promotional effort on your part and it was not necessarily a
wasted effort. Yes, we would far prefer that this same ad have sent 10
or 15 people into the business and then we’d feel an awful lot better
about the $450 spent on it. We’d might even feel fine if we spent
$1,500 on the ad and it got us 10-15 new customers!

My intention with this particular chapter is to make a point that has
more to do with your attitude about promoting than about how
specifically to promote.

If you think promotion is just a necessary evil, then you might want to
rethink your position. If you think promotion is unnecessary and is just
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a waste of your time and money, then once again I’m going to ask you
to reconsider things. If promotion is done wisely, often and well, your
business can and will flourish.

L. Ron Hubbard wrote some very interesting things about promotion
in a policy letter entitled: "The Basic Principles of Promotion":

"The basic principle of promotion is to drive in more business
than can be driven off by a service unit or mistakes can waste.
This applies to any promotion anywhere.

"Never allow your standard of how many people should be
brought into the organization to be set by any other division or
part of the organization.  Promote as far above as possible the
present operating capacity of the organization and you will
win. ...
"In other words, your promotion must be so huge and effective
so that, even if other divisions are blocking the line or driving
people off, so many people are being crowded into the
organization by promotion that it makes up for any waste done
by other parts of the organization.  You get the idea.  It’s not
flattering but it is the stable datum that successful promotion
anywhere operates on.  ...

"Finally, promote until the floors cave in because of the number
of people - and don’t even take notice of that, just keep
promoting."

Now, that quote does pack a punch. But every person I know who
applies that piece of technology always has a steady stream of
customers coming in the front door. 

And I also know a good number of people who do not promote, or who
do not promote regularly or consistently, and I observe their business
going through the ups and downs that some people think are a fact of
business life. The ups and downs, where the business is doing well for
a while and not well at other times—wherever you got the idea that
this is a fact of business life, throw that idea away! It is a piece of false
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information, proven false countless times by businesses that stay
busy every day of the week, every week of the year. And one of the
key tools that they use to accomplish this is PROMOTION.

This chapter was written to help bring about a change in attitude
regarding promotion, an attitude change that can dramatically affect
your bottom line. 

Successful Application Of The 
Material In This Chapter:

Andrew David Harrison and his wife Christine own a herbal manufacturing
company. They sent in this testimonial:

"Two years ago the sales in our herbal manufacturing company went on a
steep six months decline. We then applied one small piece of L. Ron
Hubbard’s administrative technology on promotion. The decline
immediately reversed and sales have been going up ever since."
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In an earlier chapter, a point was brought out on the importance of
writing letters to your customers. 

In this chapter, we are going to amplify some on this point. We will also
discuss how the telephone can be used to increase business.

Let’s look at a quote from L. Ron Hubbard:

"Now don’t violate this first premise: Any letters or phone calls
are better than no letters or phone calls.

"The next stable datum is: The volume of the income of an
organization is in direct proportion to the number of phone calls
and letters of an organization."

How exactly would this apply to a business owner?

Well, the first thing you want to do is look at the letters that are going
out to your customers. How many personal letters go out the front
door each week? Ten? A hundred? Several hundred? Zero?

Let’s step back a second. We are talking about LETTERS. If you send
a bill out in the mail and it is simply a bill, then we are not going to
consider this a letter. 

If you start a project that gets a good volume of letters out to your
customers every week, you will see a rise in your income. It may take
a little time for this to come to fruition, but it will occur.

Personal letters from the owner to his customers inquiring on their
well-being are worth their weight in gold. Yes, your day is swamped
with all kinds of activities and it is a real trick to get everything done. 

Well, I’m going to give you one more thing to put in your day’s
activities. Take 10 or 20 minutes of every day (or every other day) and

Letters And Phone Calls,  You Say?
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call this 10-20 minutes: ‘letter writing time.’ Sit down and write personal
letters to your customers. You will find this very rewarding on two
scores:

1) You will feel better because you are outflowing care and concern to
customers of yours.

2) The customers who are the recipients of these letters will feel in
much better communication with you and your business and will be
more willing to interact with you.

These letters could take the form of a thank-you-letter directly from
you, thanking the person for shopping with you. 

You could write to see if the person has any questions about his
recent purchase. This always makes a very good impression on the
customer, especially when it is a big purchase. But even if it’s a small
ticket item, you can still write and ask if they are happy with their purchase
or you may offer some tips on how to fully utilize their purchase.

You could write letters to customers who haven’t been in recently and
invite them personally to come in and see the "new so-and-so." Or
give them a very special discount if they come in in the next two
weeks. 

There are many different things you can say in a letter to your
customers. The thing is to start saying them and keep communicating
with your customers in this format. A continual flow of letters from YOU
and your staff WILL make a difference on your bottom line AND on
your pride as an owner.

Getting Out A Real Volume Of Letters

We also want to look at getting out a VOLUME of letters each week.
And you, personally, do not have the time to do serious volume - let’s
say, a hundred or several hundred letters every week.

How do we get that accomplished. This is where the concept of a
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"customized letter" comes in. A previous chapter gave two examples
of that.

Let’s say in the past 5 years, you have seen, at least once, 500 different
customers. Every week, you should get out 50 or 100 or even more
letters, AND after you’ve gotten the first customized letter out to everyone,
you then get a new ‘customized letter’ sent out and start rotating again
through your customer base. 

Another option is to assign "letter-writing duties" to members of your
staff. For instance, you could arrange that specific staff send out 10 or
20 personal letters each week to customers. This would not take a
great deal of time on the part of the staff and it is a very good way to
keep your staff in regular communication with your customers.

For organizational purposes, each person writing the letter should
make a copy (or carbon) of the letter that went out and place that copy
in a ‘customer folder’. This way, a few weeks or months down the line,
the person sending out the next letter will keep in mind the letter(s)
sent previously. Also, any and all letters that come back in from
customers should also be placed in their folder. This will give a good,
running record of correspondence.

The more letters you send out each week, the more productive of
income this will be. The cost is not that great: 200 letters should cost
less than $80-90 to get out the door. 

Won’t some of your customers consider you are "harassing" them with
these regular letters? You may get a comment from one or two, but
they will definitely be in the minority. If you provide good info and your
care and concern for them is evident in these letters, and you get out
a good VOLUME of these letters, good things will happen.

Using The Telephone Effectively

Okay, let’s move on. Where does the telephone fit in to this equation?
The earlier quote said:
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"The volume of the income of an organization is in direct proportion
to the number of phone calls and letters of an organization."

So, in addition to letters, we need to consider phone calls.

What kind of phone calls should you and your staff be making?

One type of call that can and should be made: a call from the owner
or someone from the business that just asks how the person is doing.
This call does not even bring up the subject of purchasing something. 

Take the viewpoint of a customer who has just received a call from a
store or their accountant or a mail order firm and the entire purpose of
the call was just to ask how things were going. What a bold situation
we have here. The firm is calling just to see how things are going! 

Now, I don’t mean to call Mr. Jones and say: "Hi Mr. Jones, how are
you doing?" and that was the entire substance of the call. This could
be made more specific by calling after the person bought some item
of merchandise or was delivered some service, and you call two to
three days later, to inquire as to how the product is doing? "Is everything
okay with your new washer, Mrs. Jones?" "Did you have any
questions about the tax returns I prepared for you, Mr. Smith?" Yes,
your staff can make these calls for you, but YOU should make some
of these calls yourself. It will make a real difference to your customers. 

This kind of call can indeed lead to more business. But even if it doesn’t
immediately lead to more business, it will definitely increase the level
of communication between the business and the customer (client).
When you increase the level of communication, you also increase the
customer’s willingness to do business with you.

You can create very long term relationships with customers by phoning
them when something new arrives in the store or when you’re having
a special sale. Yes, there will be some folks who might object to being
called and that’s understandable. But the vast majority of your
clientele will appreciate a call here and there that gives them good
information and shows care and concern.
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This is not the kind of thing where you scientifically measure the
results of the specific calls and letters to Sam and Sally and Sue to
see if Sam and Sally and Sue will do more business with you. 

It is a matter of an overall strategy you have of getting a real VOLUME
OF COMMUNICATION to your customers.

If your business regularly makes lots of calls to your customers and
regularly sends out lots of letters, you will see increases in your
income. Do this for at least 6-8 weeks and you will have the pleasant
proof of this.
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A doctor in California had this experience:

"I began sending several letters each week to both active and inactive practice
members. The results were amazing!! I received phone calls from practice
members thanking me for keeping them in mind and caring for them, I received
several referrals and many inactive practice members reactivated their care."

Doug Remington, of Sarasota, Florida:

"At the onset of a new business relationship with a custom homes manufacturer,
I sent out letters to all of my clients announcing our association. Two days after
the mailing the inflow of calls concerning new homes and remodels more than
quadrupled. And stayed at that level for several weeks."

Dr. William Gallagher from Santa Monica, California had this experience with
sending out letters:

"After missing the better part of three weeks with the flu and an ear problem my
practice was a disaster. My income had dropped to 70% of the income of the
previous month and it was financially the worst month I have had since starting
up. I wrote two different letters, one to the patients who had not been in for a long
time and a second for those who had not been in for a couple of months.

"I started sending out about 20 letters a day. By the end of the week, I had scheduled
appointments with four patients I had not seen in a long time. To my surprise, a
day or two later, I realized that I had only sent one of them a letter — the others
had called on their own.

"I also scheduled four new patients all referred by other patients I had not seen
for up to three years, again none of whom had gotten a letter. There is no
question that the letters are working, but it seems to be on a more indirect level.
Writing those letters has put me back into a positive frame of mind about the practice
and opened up the space for this to happen. I am sure the first round of letters will
generate enough calls from the people who received them, but the greater effect
seems to be on my consciousness and its effect on the practice."
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This chapter discusses an aspect of marketing that is very important,
but seldom used to its full potential. 

The first action you want to take to improve your marketing effectiveness
is to truly find out what your customers need and want from you. 

How recently have you asked your customers to answer a survey that
could provide very important information to you? What kind of information
could this provide?

Sometimes things happen that you are not always fully aware of. Do
you believe it is possible that someone in your business might
intentionally be turning away business? How would such a person
"turn away business"? Here are a few tricks this person uses: a not-
so-happy greeting when the customer first walks in, rudeness over the
phone, not answering customers’ questions, losing client files, and
yes, most or all of this is done outside of your observation. 

But guess what? It is definitely not done outside of the observation of
your customers! Your customers get the full "benefit" of this person’s
performance.

However, if you were to survey your customers you would find this out!
You might be amazed at what may be happening inside your business
that you were not aware of, and you can find out by asking.

Seeing Things From Your Customer’s Point Of View

Are you providing the exact services and products your customers
truly need? Do they need something else from you that you’re not
providing? Do you really know what they need and want, or are you
providing what YOU believe they need and want.

Using Sur veys To Boost Your
Bottom Line
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Here is a quote by L. Ron Hubbard on the subject of surveys:

"To find out what people want or will accept or will believe, one
does SURVEYS.

"It is not hard to do surveys.

"When you have one done, the data should be USED. The real
fault in doing surveys is not using the result in promotion."

If you take the time to find out, to ask as many of your customers as
possible how you can service them better, two things will happen:

1) You will find out for yourself what THEY need and want and will be
able to adjust some of your actions to better meet those needs and
wants, and

2) By asking your customers how they feel about your service to them,
this all by itself increases their affinity for you. Each person that is
surveyed feels he/she has a voice in how the service can be better
rendered. When you increase the level of communication with your
customers, you increase their willingness to interact with you, and you
increase their willingness to send others to interact with you. Do not
underestimate the value that this kind of survey can have. 

Here are sample questions that you can and should be asking your
customers:

1) What part of our service to you can be improved?

2) Is there someone here who services you particularly well?

3) Is there someone here who does not service you well?

4) Should we be available to service you at other times of the day or
night? What times?

5) Is there something we have done that you have not fully
understood? If so, find out what it is.
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6) Is there something we have done that you did not agree with? (Get
details) 

7) If there was something that we could change about ourselves that
would make things easier or more satisfying to you, what would that
be?  

On the questions that can be answered with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ —the
customer should of course be urged to amplify and give as much
detail as possible.

The survey questions can be asked in person by someone at your
place of business, or you can have the survey questions run off and
the customer can fill out the survey and mail it back to you (include a
very simple way for the survey to get back to you). 

Either way, you are keenly interested in candid responses so be sure
to preface the survey with a request for such.

Besides surveying your customers, or even prospective customers,
there are other ways to use surveys effectively. 

The results of your surveys may be very interesting. You may not like
what you find out, but you will be in a much better position to do
something about it.

FIND OUT how to better service your customers and how to gain
more cooperation from your staff.

And then USE that information to better your situation.
Simple.

But important.
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Christopher Kight owns a wedding photography studio in Sacramento,
California. Survey technology has made a very big difference:

"By surveying my customers I discovered that getting the photographs
done quickly and efficiently was MORE important to them than the quality
of the photos!  So I devised and drilled methods to work fast and still
produce a high quality product. I have owned a huge market share of the
wedding photography here since then."

Rich Byrd, who does environmental consulting, used survey technology
INSIDE his business to accomplish a very interesting result:

"My work was pretty much in the doldrums, i.e., no expansion,  delivery of
my product about the same over some months.  I used the technology on
surveys to find out how my fellow workers felt towards what I was doing.
This was important as I depended on them to sell my products and generally
cooperate with what I was doing.  When I did this I found out that they
wouldn’t mind cooperating with me, but they were already overwhelmed
trying to get their jobs done AND didn’t really see what my work had to do
with them.  Using this information, I started putting out a weekly newsletter
to the staff telling them what I was doing, what was good about it, etc.
Sales of my product went immediately into affluence and almost doubled
in range over the next 4 months."

"I am a painter and I’ve been painting homes and apartments for many
years. I recently applied some data that I learned from L. Ron Hubbard
regarding surveying my public. I did this because I wanted to increase the
effectiveness of my promo piece. I asked several survey questions, but the
key one I asked was: ‘what do you most expect of a painter?’ I took the
answers to my survey and used them in my promo piece. My promo piece
then got me far greater response than it had previously. Doing the survey
was worth its weight in gold, yet it took very little actual time."

Scott the Painter
Clearwater, Florida
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Are you directly involved in selling your services? If you are, this chapter
may give you a new perspective on how to significantly increase the
number of sales you make.

If you are not directly involved in selling your services, this chapter will
help you supervise any selling that occurs under you. 

Those who have been selling products and services their entire life
usually agree on one major principle: in order to really sell something
to someone, you have to believe that what you are selling is of value
to the prospect. Yes, a few salesmen will tell you they can sell anything
to anybody, but for any salesman to be at it for any length of time, the
product has to have some real benefit to the customer. Even the sales
of the most jaundiced salesperson will eventually wither away if the
salesperson doesn’t believe in the product.

A fair number of people are backed off when it comes to selling their
products or services. They make a presentation and then they leave
it up to the customer! Yes, the decision is the customer’s to make.
But do you really believe your customer should purchase the product
you are recommending? Do you really believe the client needs the
services you offer? 

I am not trying to make an emotional appeal to you here so much as
I want you to look at how you present your service or product to your
customers. If you believe the product or service you are presenting
(selling) is important for that customer, then STRESS THE FACT
THAT IT IS IMPORTANT. 

Believe enough in the product you sell that your belief communicates
to your customer. If you don’t really feel that strongly about the product
or service you’re offering, seriously consider a change. You’ll not only
sell an awful lot more if you have personal certainty on the value of
what you’re selling, you’ll feel a lot better about yourself.

How To Effectively Sell  Your
Ser vice Or Product
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L. Ron Hubbard has an excellent definition of the term 
"hard sell":

"Hard sell means insistence people buy. It means caring about
the person, not being reasonable with stops and barriers and
getting him fully paid up and taking the service."

If your product or service genuinely helps people, the best way that
you can adequately care for them is for them to be using your product
or service. If you believe that, communicate it. Your enthusiasm and
strong intention will get through to your customer.

What you accomplish in these sales presentations to your customers
has a major impact on your bottom line. It is not so much a matter of
whether your customer can afford the service or product you are selling
him. It is more a matter of your viewpoint on this.

If you make a presentation to your customer that does not stress the
importance of the product/service and you do not in a very sincere
way urge the customer to go ahead with it, this omission can
dramatically affect the bottom line, and your customer will not have the
benefit of the product or service they need from you.

[Note: The author realizes there are products that are sold that will not
make a real difference in our lives, so judgement does enter in on
this.]

A Very Valuable Sales Exercise

Here is an exercise I strongly recommend. Sit down with a co-worker
or even your spouse or a friend and "drill" the different presentations
that you make to your customers. Drill these presentations with the
viewpoint contained in this chapter. Have your co-worker take the role
of the customer—you then make your presentation of what you should
say and how you should say it. In this "drill session", show your care
and concern for your customer by stressing the importance of the
product/service and urge the customer to go ahead with no delay.
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Do this over and over until you feel more confident you can actually
"close" your prospect. Have your "coach" drill different types of
prospects: the hesitant prospect who will procrastinate without
adequate urging from you; the prospect who doesn’t feel he/she can
afford the product or service; the prospect who doesn’t feel the
service is that important to do right now. Drill the different types of
prospects you run into on a regular basis and then drill handling these
different objections.

Then drill different types of products and services that you offer. Drill
presenting the benefits in terms the prospect will really understand
and appreciate. If you take some time and drill this with someone who
can act out the role of the prospect, you will get over a good deal of
your own hesitancy or uncertainty in this area. Do not underestimate
the value of doing these drills.

Then when you make your next set of presentations, incorporate what
you have learned from these drill sessions. You may find your "closing
rate" has gone up considerably. This means more people will get the
product or service they need and your business will enjoy increased
income.

Now what should you do if the number of "closes" from your
presentations doesn’t significantly increase after you’ve applied the
data from this chapter? Well, here it is between the eyes: drill it some
more. Keep drilling these different situations until you are very
comfortable selling your services. If necessary, get different people to
help you with the drilling.

If you take the time to drill the different situations that come up during
a sale, you will find yourself more and more confident in different
selling situations. 

The time you take in drilling these different situations could be worth
tens of thousands of dollars to you every year. How much time would
you put aside if you knew it was potentially worth tens of thousands of
dollars? You could spend 20-30 hours drilling your presentations and
it might be the best 20-30 hours you’ve ever invested in your business!
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There are many, many people who have drilled their presentations
who then dramatically increased their business income. They fully
attributed this increase in their income to this one change in their
operating basis—they drilled! 

You don’t have to be a full time salesperson to benefit from this kind
of drilling. If you have anything to do with sales, take the time to drill
all of these different possibilities and situations and you will feel much
more causative in relation to the sales area.

This "drilling" may be a really new thing and you may hesitate to
actually sit down and do it. My response to that is this: how important
is your business income to you?

Drilling increases certainty 
which increases results.

Let’s review the three major points to this chapter:

1) Take the viewpoint that your customers are much better off with
your products or services than not.

2) Communicate this viewpoint in your selling efforts to them. Really
come across that you care for them and that the product or service is
important to their well-being. Urge them to go ahead with little to no
delay and get them paid up and taking delivery.

3) If you are the least bit hesitant about this subject, take the necessary
time to drill a variety of selling situations and drill and drill until you feel
you CAN sell your services. 

Selling is something we all do everyday in some way or another. Get
more comfortable with it (through drilling) and watch your income
soar!
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Scott Watson, who sells real estate in the San Francisco area, has this to
say about drilling your sales presentation:

"While attending a seminar on sales-tech, we came to a point in the
program where the trainer said, ‘OK, turn to the guy next to you and DO
what I just explained to you.’ My partner had done drilling before, so it
made it a little easier to get started.  So, off I went into my first drill on how
to sell. That was the start of a major change in my business.  After learning
sales tech drills, my income skyrocketed.  Drilling gave me confidence and
certainty in being a salesperson. I now know what to do in any given
situation. Drilling it over and over made it natural. I actually look forward to
objections now!! 

"I sell real estate. One of my biggest problems in dealing with sellers was
when they made me wrong. Whenever a seller would demand, ‘what are
you doing to sell my home!!’ or ‘why isn’t my home selling?!?’, I would get
very defensive and usually would make them wrong. I would say some-
thing like ‘If you would lower the stupid price, it would sell!.’ All of that has
changed now.  I was very fortunate in that someone sat me down, and we
drilled and drilled and drilled on being made wrong until it was no longer a
problem.  

"Drilling will bring you prosperity!"

Ed Thompson, while working as a Distribution Sales Manager for a very
large publishing firm, found it essential to drill sales presentations:

"Thoroughly drilling my sales people on their exact sales presentations
took inexperienced sales people and got them selling immediately and
made experienced sales people into real sharp-shooters. Drilling presentations
really cuts through any confusions, any hesitation, any uncertainty that a
sales person has and made my job a lot easier."



This chapter takes a unique approach to the subject of selling. The
example used later on in this chapter deals specifically with an
insurance agent, but it is fully applicable to anyone engaged in
conducting business.

When we go to purchase a radio from a store, we expect that the
salesperson is going to give us the straight data. We don’t want to find
out later that this particular radio has been giving customers a lot of
problems, is being considered for recall, AND the salesperson knew
about this all along. That is not a scenario we would enjoy.

When we are being the customer, we usually have a fairly high
expectation of how we want to be dealt with. We want the salesperson
to be forthright, to tell us what we should know, not just what he wants
us to know. We want the salesperson to be honest.

Now, let’s flip over to the other side of the ledger. Do we have the
same high expectations of our own selling activities? Do we tell the
client the key data that the client needs to know to make the best
decision for him? 

What if the product we are selling is not the best product for the
customer sitting across from us? What if a competitor has a better
product for this customer? Boy, that’s a tough one.

Do we refer this client to our competitor? Do that enough times and
we’ll be fine-tuning our resumes.

Now, I’m not trying to put you into a moral straight jacket here, I just
want to get your mental juices going on the subject of integrity and
sales.
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The Rules And Agreements Of Selling

There exists a set of rules and agreements in the world of selling.
They are not necessarily written down for all of us to see, but a set of
agreements does exist for each of us who sell, whether we sell insurance
plans, treatment plans, financial services or radios. These
"agreements" help us to conduct our business ethically. 

Every day we are making decisions that are either IN alignment with
these agreements or OUT of alignment with these agreements. 

When you tell the customer something that is not exactly true, then to
that degree, you have gone against these agreements, and this has
an effect on your customer. Your customer is now in possession of
incorrect data and his decision will now be based on this faulty
information. This can cause the customer to make a purchase that is
not necessarily the best purchase for him. 

But this also has an effect on YOU. 

Let’s give an actual example here. We’ll use the example of an
insurance agent.

In order to get the sale, the insurance agent tells the client that this
plan will pay a certain dividend at the end of each year. The agent
omits to tell the customer that this dividend is NOT automatically paid
out each year, but depends on certain circumstances.

The customer loves this idea of the annual dividend and signs up for
the plan. The agent walks away from this deal, knowing that the
customer does not have the FULL data on this.

As we said earlier, this has an effect on the customer. The customer
purchased a policy that was based on the data given to him and then
may find out later that this data was incomplete. The customer may
discover that the agent deliberately withheld this info in order to make
the sale. There are several different scenarios that could play out on
this, none of them very pleasant.
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But this situation has also had an immediate and direct effect on the
agent.

The agent knows he was not totally forthright, not completely honest
with this customer. How does the agent handle this?

There are several ways the agent could deal with this. One of them is
the completely honest way: go back to the customer and let him know
the full scoop. Give the customer the opportunity to back out of the
deal. Clean the slate completely by dousing the sale with total
honesty.

But the agent may not feel too good about this option. If he comes
clean, this may not put him in a very good spot with the firm. How will
his boss take to this sudden desire to come clean with the customer
that potentially loses a sale for the company? The agent may have
thoughts along the lines of: "will my boss want to know why I wasn’t
honest in the first place? Will my boss think more of me for wanting to
be honest now, or less of me because I wasn’t so honest in the
beginning?"

Let’s say this agent decides not to exercise this first option: coming
clean to the customer. He takes the next option: do nothing, ride it out. 
Unfortunately, this option brings to the table some not so pleasant
company.

The agent will attempt to justify in his mind why it was okay to omit
telling the customer the full info on the dividend. Here are examples of
justifications this agent may employ:

1) "I told him an awful lot of data about the other aspects of the policy.
Gosh, who tells the customer every little thing?"

2) "I really needed that sale to get closer to the bonus level, and I
promised my daughter I’d send her to summer camp this year."

3) "My manager was breathing down my back and I just wanted to
give him some good news for a change."
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4) "I am usually more conscientious. Boy, nobody’s perfect!"

There are other possible justifications that could/do occur to the agent.
But that is all they are: justifications.

The agent may start having critical thoughts about the customer. He
may even voice some of these critical thoughts. This is not unusual.
The agent did something non-optimum TO the customer, now the
agent’s mind starts working to "make less" of the customer. By making
less of (criticizing) the customer, this gives the agent the idea that
what HE did to the customer was not so bad after all.

The bigger the transgression, the more the mind works to make less
of the target of the transgression. The mind works in this way in an
attempt to make the agent feel better for what HE did to the customer.
It doesn’t really make the agent feel better, but the mind at least tries
to lend a hand.

And It Doesn’t Stop There

Another problem arises. This first "sales transgression" now causes
our agent to commit additional ones: 

The customer may call in to ask a very specific question about the
dividend, and the agent may avoid answering the question, once
again not giving the customer the full data.

What if the agent’s manager asks if this customer was given full
disclosure, and the agent nods his head and says: "as always, boss.”
Another transgression.  

The agent may even get critical of his manager or the company
he/she works for. This is usually evidence that THE AGENT did some-
thing wrong and is now engaged in making less of those around him. 

Remember, there does exist a set of agreements that we conduct our
business by. These agreements may be written, they may be unstated.
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But they do exist. The way this "mechanism" works is a person does
something that is OUT of alignment with these agreements and then
in some way makes less of the target of the transgression. And this
first transgression is quite capable of causing the person to commit
additional ones. 

The next time you hear somebody with unrelenting criticisms, realize
this person has done a few things they shouldn’t have done and you
are now witnessing this mechanism at work. 

When a person accumulates too many of these "transgressions", their
ability to sell starts to degrade. Their passion and desire to sell
diminishes. They may still show up for work, they may still go through
the motions, they may even be able to operate "on automatic.” But
they are not operating at full capacity by any stretch.

Fortunately, if you or any of your co-workers have gotten into this
situation, there are procedures that can be used to clear this up.

But let’s go back a second to when the insurance agent was sitting
across from the customer. Let’s say he made a different decision at
that time and he gave the customer all the important information that
he knew the customer needed. That brings us full circle to the title of
this chapter:

High Integrity Selling...What’s In It For You?

A much cleaner view of your customers and a much more satisfying
way to conduct business.

Return to
Table of Contents

Go To
Next Chapter
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Finding the right people can make a huge difference to your organization’s
prosperity. 

It can also spell serious doom if you have people on board who are
less than ethical and don’t really share the company’s goals and
purposes.

It is difficult to believe that some people actually show up at work and
have as their major purpose the reducing of your company’s prosperity
and viability. But this kind of person does exist. This person may try to
impede the productivity of his section or maybe this person will covertly
try to push out of the company a hard working, productive contributor. 

Therefore, it becomes a priority of any group intent on expansion and
survival NOT to have people aboard who are going against the grain.

Okay, so we have to make sure we don’t hire people who would act
against the goals and purposes of the group. That’s obvious. That’s
clear. Well, there is one problem: this kind of person is NOT real
obvious. This person can interview very well, can have a good-looking
resumé, and can make you smile with all the right answers. And this
person can seem friendly and team oriented. Then 3-4 months later
you are pulling your hair out trying to figure out what’s going wrong in
his (or a nearby) area. And the last thing you conclude is that this
person is MAKING THINGS GO WRONG.

A very interesting quote from L. Ron Hubbard can shed some more
light on this: 

"Sanity and insanity are matters of motive, not rationality or
competence. The sane are constructive, the insane are
destructive." ... 

"The truly insane do not necessarily act insane visibly. They are
not the psychiatric obvious cases who go rigid for years or
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scream for days. This is observed only in the last stages or
during temporary stress.

"Under apparent social behavior, the continual crimes knowingly
committed by the insane are much more vicious than ever has
been cataloged in psychiatric texts.

"The actions of the insane are not ‘unconscious.’ They are
completely aware of what they are doing. ...

"The product of their post duties is destructive but is excused as
ignorance or errors."

It is crucial to all executives of any size organization to be able to spot
this kind of person before he/she comes aboard. And if this personality
type is on board, you must be able to locate and properly deal with
this. Having this skill is a very important attribute. A good executive is
always alert to the amount of "lost income" of an organization, i.e. that
income that could and should have been made, but somehow did not
occur. Our not-so-savory personality can definitely play a role in "lost
income.”  

And then we have the person who doesn’t particularly oppose the
goals and purposes of the organization. This kind of person just doesn’t
really care that much about them. This person also can interview very
well, have a great resumé and the whole picture looks good at hiring
time. 

However, when push comes to shove, this person will do pretty much
only what’s specifically asked of him. This person will not go the extra
mile to get something done ahead of time; this person will not keep
coming to you with projects completed with better than expected
results and do not expect a great deal of creativity from this person. 

There are indeed a number of different qualities that people present to
you at hiring time. Some of these qualities are obvious, some not so
obvious. Some may never see the light of day unless some stressful
situation hits the scene. 
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We are all somewhat familiar with the following reasons for taking on
a job:

1) I want this job because I need to pay my bills.

2) I want this job because I want to get ahead of my bills and become
more financially successful in the eyes of my peers.

3) I want this job as a stepping stone to another more lucrative job.

4) I want this job because I want to become more skilled.

5) I want this job because I want to help people with the services (or
products) your company provides.

Separating The Wheat From The Chaff

How do we separate the wheat from the chaff? How do we select
people who are going to become honest, competent, hard working
contributors and who will go the extra mile to help make your company
stronger, more competitive, more viable? Where do we find this kind
of person?

One of the most effective ways to find a real producer is to ask this
person VERY DETAILED questions on the subject of PRODUCTS.
Don’t worry so much about what positions the person has BEEN; don’t
overly concern yourself with what the person says he or she can DO;
get yourself right in there and find out EXACTLY what the person has
PRODUCED. 

In other words, in this person’s previous employments, what did this
person produce? Often, a person will glow about the different
positions he or she has held or the different projects that he/she
worked on. But when it really comes down to it, what we are really
interested in is: what exact PRODUCTS came out of all this? 

When you get the person to rattle off specific, clearly understandable
AND verifiable* products to you, then you are going in the right direction
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in terms of hiring someone who will be a benefit to your company. This
is not the only criterion, but it is a major one. 

Having a real PRODUCER on your hands is far superior to having
someone who can not list off their past products. The effective executive
knows that the company lives or dies by how much the group
produces and exchanges in the marketplace. Therefore, hire people
who have proven PRODUCTION records, and get them to clearly
delineate to you what products they have produced in the past. If the
person hems and haws, well, that’s not a great sign. You may want to
keep looking, despite what the resumé says.

There are other criteria to look at when looking to hire the right
people. The one just described will help you separate some good
wheat from a lot of chaff. Use it liberally.

* It is always a good idea to verify with previous employers the PRODUCTION record of
applicants.
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Successful Application Of The 
Material In This Chapter:

Bill Witter runs a very large direct mail organization that has branch offices
in 35 different US cities. He has had some very interesting experiences in
hiring people who initially looked real good and interviewed well:

"We have hired several people over the years who we thought would be
good additions to the sales force. One in particular had a very glowing
resume. He told me all these things that he had been a part of, that he had
been involved with and I kept asking, ‘what did you produce?’ ‘What were
your products?’

"I found that he didn’t have ready answers for me when I got very specific
with him about products. We decided to hire him and give him a try, but
because of my knowledge of Hubbard technology, I kept a very close eye
on him. Sure enough, he turned out not to be a real producer and was
starting to cause difficulties and we let him go in two weeks. If I had not
known this data, he would’ve caused all kinds of trouble for us."



The person who invariably cares the most about the business is the
person who has a direct stake in its success or failure.

And taking this one easy and logical step forward, this person is
willing to put more of his or her sweat and tears into making the
business succeed. 

When we are talking about a business, obviously it is the owner of the
business who has the most to win or lose.

When you have a direct stake in the success or failure of a business,
you are willing to do an incredible amount of the small things that add
up. You are willing to stay a little later and answer those last few
questions that someone has; you are willing to fill out just a bit more
detail on those forms so that the next time someone looks at them,
they have an even fuller picture of what is happening; you are willing
to expend more time and energy to get things done.

If the owner hasn’t lost his desire to expand his/her business, then it
is this person who puts in the extra effort here, there and everywhere
to make more happen more often more successfully. But what about
the employees? How much are they included in this equation? Some
businesses work so well together, that each and every one of the cogs
in the wheel are intent on making the business flourish and prosper.
This kind of staff works seamlessly together and is willing to do many
of the little things that add up to a much more productive overall
scene. 

Keeping Your Staff Motivated

When you can harness the skills of your employees and keep them
very motivated, then the business moves forward into higher and higher
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ranges of production. The ups and downs and momentary upsets of
carrying out production are just that: momentary. 

There are a number of things that would need to get done to bring
about this kind of intense output and cooperation, but there are
certain things that can be done on a relatively short-term basis that
can get this going in the right direction.

One thing that can be implemented is a staff incentive plan. 

Here is a very key principle from L. Ron Hubbard:

"If you reward nonproduction you get nonproduction. 
When you penalize production you get nonproduction.  ...

"Specialize in production and everybody wins. Reward it."

Your staff incentive plan MUST follow the above principles or they will
fail, and in some cases will actually cause your business to decline!

Quite a number of staff incentive plans have been developed over the
years. Some of them are based on how much each individual does at
his or her specific position. Some are based on how the overall
practice performs. I believe you have to blend a combination of both.

If you provide a staff incentive plan that is based solely on individual
production - this type of plan does not necessarily motivate the
individual to work more in the framework of the team. 

If the plan is solely based on how the overall business is doing, then
certain individuals may be rewarded for production they may not have
actively contributed to.

So, the best incentive plan would involve individual production and
group production.

Before we get into the specifics of how this would be laid out, we need
to discuss how far you’d like to go with an incentive plan. I think you
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should consider going a great distance with an incentive plan. An
incentive plan that is really adopted by your employees, that they fully
embrace, could dramatically increase your business bottom line.

Let’s say your business grosses $20,000 a month. You implement an
incentive plan that your staff feel is the "cat’s meow" and they go on a
tear and boost the monthly income up to $28,000 a month. How much
of that additional $8,000 in gross are you willing to pay out in
incentives? 

Well, we first need to determine how much of that added $8,000 in
gross revenue will now have to go to additional expenses incurred in
producing that extra $8,000. This is not too difficult to measure, but it
is not necessarily going to be the same percentage that was being
used to measure expenses against the first $20,000. I don’t want to
get too complicated here, so make a determination as to how much of
the additional $8,000 should go to expenses. You now have what the
business has newly profited by this increase in gross revenue.

This is what you have to "spread around.” Depending on how many
employees you have and what your own personal desires are for that
profit, make a new determination as to how much of this profit you
want to share with them. 

Making The Challenge REAL To Your Staff

My viewpoint on this is the more exciting the challenge is to the staff
to share in business revenue, the more accessible this is to the staff,
the more willing they will be to work together to get so many of the little
things done that add up to the bigger picture of increased production
and income.

It is not my opinion that people are motivated solely by money. It is my
viewpoint that an incentive plan can provide a challenge and a game
and a reward that will then increase production.

It would not hurt at all to call a staff meeting and go over some of the
basics of how the business works financially. You don’t need
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necessarily to go into all of the details, but it would not hurt for the staff
to have an idea of how much it costs to run the show. And if they also
can see how much more needs to be done, if you break this down into
how many additional paid customers are needed, how many new
customers are needed, what kind of additional collections are needed,
etc. then they have a fuller picture of the scene.

Then, if you present to them an incentive plan based on their individual
performance and the overall performance of the business and show
what specific things can be done to make these targets, then each
person can work out different ways to get it done on their specific
posts. 

It is a good idea to survey your staff first to find out if an incentive plan
is really an incentive for your staff. Some people just want to bring
home a certain amount of income each week and making more would
be a nice idea, but not really a motivating force for them. Some
people would go to great lengths to be able to make more income in
the same position they’re in. 

You may find, in doing this survey that the incentive is not necessarily
making more income, but perhaps going on a vacation. Perhaps a
vacation everyone goes on together, or perhaps a vacation each one
can use on his or her own (with their spouses).

There are a number of different possibilities. The idea here is to find
out what would motivate them to increase production and then to lay
out the specifics of how that works.

Rewarding Individual Staff Positions

How do you reward each person on his/her individual posts? A person
doing collections could receive a certain percentage of the collections
over a specified amount each month.

If you have a person working in the public relations area, this person
could receive a bonus for each new customer that comes in and
purchases a service or product.
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What would the office manager get as a personal target? This post
does so much that a simple percentage of increased business
revenue each month might be a good system for this person. 

There are definitely details to this and each business has to work out
the details to match their individual scene. But if you sit down and
work out first what you are willing to do and then sit down with your
staff and work out a program that motivates the staff, then you do
increase the likelihood that  your bottom line will increase.

Let’s say you have a staff of 5 people. You’ve been grossing $30,000
for the last several months. You could say, if we get the income over
$35,000 for the next 3 months, each person gets a $1,000 bonus! You
would of course ensure that each individual had to achieve a certain
level on their individual post to take part in this kind of bonus.

Your staff may go into super high gear and get the scene up to
$40,000 for each of the next 3 months.

Now I understand that some business owners will not be able to offer
anything like this because of the increased expenses involved, but I
am trying to present some ideas that may work for some of you and
other ideas that may work for others.

One thing that is important is the targets you set both for the individual
and for the business should be attainable. That may sound obvious,
but sometimes a person will set a really high target and then the staff
work towards this target and eventually find it is not really within their
reach. They may then fall off and become somewhat apathetic about
the target (and potentially about other targets that you may set). So
the target should be attainable.

The target should also not be too long term. This way, everyone
involved can reap the rewards of their extra efforts and energies sooner
as opposed to much later. 

The main thing is to find something that you can live with and that also
is a really good motivating influence for your staff. You can find this
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blend of ingredients. You may need to tinker with the program several
times, you may need to overhaul it once or twice, but when you come
up with one that really clicks, it will be a major tool to increase income
and profits.
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The most valuable assets to your business are of course the people
that work with you. If you have really good, competent, hard working,
ethical, loyal people working with and for you, then your chances for
success are of course much, much greater than if you had folks working
for you who are not very competent, not very ethical or ready to betray
you at a moment’s notice.

Then there are the people you come into contact with every day.
Some people we meet are very good to us, others not so pleasant. Is
there some way to predict how people will behave in different
situations? 

Let’s consider that there is a scale of human behavior. At the top of
this scale would be your competent, creative, enthusiastic, ethical,
courageous person. At the bottom of this spectrum would be someone
incompetent, destructive, apathetic, dishonest and cowardly.

There are all kinds of points in between on this scale. There are those
who are somewhat ethical. There are those who approach life
antagonistically. There are those who seem to smile right in our face
while holding a knife behind their back. Some people go into grief with
very little provocation. On this scale of human behavior, there are
different levels and each level has very specific characteristics.

Obviously, you want to surround yourself with people who are at or
near the top of this scale. This applies to starting a partnership with
someone, hiring new staff, even getting married.  When we choose
the wrong person in a business relationship, all kinds of things can go
off the rails. 

But how can you know before starting a relationship where a person
is on this scale? 

Here is some data from the works of L. Ron Hubbard:

"The Tone Scale plots the descending spiral of life from full vitality
and consciousness, through half vitality and half consciousness,

The Emotional Tone Scale
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down to death.

(tone: one's emotional level)

"By various calculations about the energy of life, by observation
and by test, this Tone Scale is able to give levels of behavior as
life declines.

"These various levels are common to all men.

"When a man is nearly dead, he can be said to be in a chronic
apathy. And he behaves a certain way about other things. This
is 0.1 on the Tone Scale chart.

"When a man is chronically in grief about his losses, he is in
grief. And he behaves certain ways about many things. This is
0.5 on the chart.

"When a person is not yet so low as grief, but realizes his
losses are impending, or is fixed chronically at this level by past
losses, he can be said to be in fear. This is around 1.1 on the
scale.

"An individual who is fighting against threatened losses is in
anger. And he manifests other aspects of behavior. This is 1.5.

"The person who is merely suspicious that loss may take place
or who has become fixed at this level is resentful. He can be
said to be in antagonism. This is 2.0 on the chart.

"Above antagonism, the situation of a person is not so good that
he is enthusiastic, not so bad that he is resentful. He has lost
some goals and cannot immediately locate others. He is said to
be in boredom, or at 2.5 on the Tone Scale chart.

"At 3.0 on the chart, the person has a conservative, cautious
aspect toward life, but is reaching his goals.
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"At 4.0 the individual is enthusiastic, happy and vital.

"Very few people are natural 4.0s. A charitable average is
probably around 2.8.

…
"You have watched this chart in operation before now. Have you
ever seen a child trying to acquire, let us say, a nickel? At first
he is happy. He simply wants a nickel. If refused, he then
explains why he wants it. If he fails to get it and did not want it
badly, he becomes bored and goes away. But if he wants it
badly, he will get antagonistic about it. Then he will become
angry. Then, that failing, he may lie about why he wants it. That
failing, he goes into grief. And if he is still refused, he finally
sinks into apathy and says he doesn’t want it. This is negation.

"And you have seen the chart in reverse. A child threatened by
danger also dwindles down the scale. At first he does not appreciate
that the danger is posed at him and he is quite cheerful. Then
the danger, let us say it is a dog, starts to approach him. The
child sees the danger, but still does not believe it is for him and
keeps on with his business. But his playthings ‘bore’ him for the
moment. He is a little apprehensive and not sure. Then the dog
comes nearer. The child ‘resents him’ or shows some
antagonism. The dog comes nearer still. The child becomes
angry and makes some effort to injure the dog. The dog comes
still nearer and is more threatening. The child becomes afraid.
Fear unavailing, the child cries. If the dog still threatens him, the
child may go into an apathy and simply wait to be bitten.

"Objects or animals or people which assist survival, as they
become inaccessible to the individual, bring him down the Tone
Scale.

"Objects, animals or people which threaten survival, as they
approach the individual, bring him down the Tone Scale.

"This scale has a chronic or an acute aspect. A person can be
brought down the Tone Scale to a low level for ten minutes and
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then go back up. Or he can be brought down it for ten years and
not go back up.

"A man who has suffered too many losses, too much pain, tends
to become fixed at some lower level of the scale and, with only
slight fluctuations, stays there. Then his general and common
behavior will be at that level of the Tone Scale.”

The next page gives The Emotional Tone Scale. Each tone is then
further described using data from Mr. Hubbard’s works.
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The Emotional Tone Scale
By L. Ron Hubbard

4.0 Enthusiasm

3.5 Strong Interest

3.0 Conservatism

2.5 Boredom

2.0 Antagonism

1.5 Anger

1.1 Covert Hostility

1.0 Fear

0.5 Grief

0.05 Apathy
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0.05 Apathy

At apathy, a person will give the appearance of looking fixedly for
minutes on end, at a particular object.  Only thing is, he doesn’t see it.
He isn’t aware of the object at all. If you dropped a bag over his head,
the focus of his eyes would probably remain the same.

Affinity at this level is expressed by complete withdrawal from person
or people. There is, in apathy, no real attempt to contact one’s self and
no attempt to contact others. Apathy, near death, imitates death. If a
person is almost all wrong he comes close to death. He says, ‘What’s
the use? All is lost.’ The apathy case will try to discourage anyone
from doing anything. Hopes and dreams are destroyed merely by
claiming that they are hopeless and impossible.

Apathy is more than hopeless: it is death in a very forthright form. The
apathy case talks about death, threatens personal death, and will
actually attempt suicide.
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0.5 Grief

Moving up to grief, the person looks "downcast." A person in chronic
grief tends to focus his eyes down in the direction of the floor a good
bit. In the lower ranges of grief, his attention will be fairly fixed, as in
apathy.

Here we have supplications1 by the individual, his pleas for pity, his
desperate efforts to win support by tears. This takes place where one
recognizes his loss and failure as in the death of somebody he loved
and tried to help.

The 0.5 talks dolefully2 and hopelessly in terms of bad things which
are happening and will happen and for which there is no remedy. He
listens only to such conversation. He cannot be heartened or cheered
up, but will slump immediately into his apathy. Here is hopelessness.

1. doleful: very sad; sorrowful; mournful
2. supplication: the action of humbly asking for help
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1.0 Fear

As a person starts moving up into the fear band, you get the focus
shifting around, but still directed downward. At fear itself, the very
obvious characteristic is that the person can’t look at you. People are
too dangerous to look at. He’s supposedly talking to you, but he’s
looking over in left field. Then he glances at your feet briefly, then over
your head (you get the impression a plane’s passing over) but now
he’s looking back over his shoulder. Flick, flick, flick. In short, he’ll look
anywhere but at you.

In this tone, the affinity is poor, being fearful, the communication is
twisted and consists of lies, the reality is poor and is agreed upon for
covert purposes.

Fear is expressed on its highest level as acute shyness, stage fright,
extreme modesty, being tongue-tied among other people, being easily
frightened by proferred1 affection. Here, also, we reach the strange
manifestation of the individual attempting to buy off the imagined
danger by propitiation.

At this level we have withdrawal from people. 

1. proffered: offered
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1.1 Covert Hostility

At 1.1 we have lying to avoid real communication. It takes the form of
pretended agreement, flattery, verbal appeasement1 or simply a false
picture of the person’s feelings and ideas, a false façade2, an artificial
personality. Here is the level of covert hostility, the most dangerous
and wicked level on the Tone Scale. Here is the person who smiles
while he inserts a knife blade between your vertebrae3. Here is the
person who told you he stood up for you, when actually he has
practically destroyed your reputation. Here is the insincere flatterer
who yet awaits only a moment of unguardedness to destroy. The
conversation of this level is filled with small barbs4 which are
immediately afterwards justified as intended compliments. Talking with
such a person is the maddening procedure of boxing with a shadow;
one realizes that something is wrong, but the guardedness of a 1.1 will
not admit anything wrong even as, all the while, he does his best to
upset and wreak5 havoc6. This is the level of the pervert, the hypocrite,
the turncoat. This is the level of the subversive. From such a person
one should never expect a frontal attack. The attack will come when
one is absent, when one’s back is turned, or when one sleeps.
…

A 1.1 can be accurately spotted by his conversation, since he seeks
only to enturbulate7 those around him, to upset them by his
conversation, to destroy them without their ever being aware of his
purpose.

Here we have painstaking efforts to "better people" by showing them
their faults. Here we have attempts to "educate people" to adjust to
their environment—in other words, to stop being vital and active and
go somewhere and lie down, where they will be no menace

1. appeasement: acting so as to bring to a state of peace of contentment; pacify.
2. façade: a way of behaving that hides your real feelings or character.
3. vertebra: any of the bones that make up the spinal column or backbone.

plural: vertebrae.
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4. barbs: sarcastic or cutting remarks.
5. wreak: to cause or bring about. The use of the word is always in connection with harm  

or injury; for example: "a psychiatrist attempted to wreak great destruction on his 
patients."

6. havoc: great destruction and devastation, as that resulting from hurricanes, wars, etc.
7. enturbulate: cause to be turbulent or agitated and disturbed.
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1.5 Anger

In the lower band of anger, the person will look away from you,
deliberately. It’s an overt communication break.

At the 1.5 tone level we have a shutting off of other persons'
conversation, a complete refusal to listen and efforts to destroy
incoming conversation. The conversation which is given forth by an
individual at this level is forthrightly destructive and is given without
any thought of the possible retaliation which may result from this
destructiveness. Conversation on this level could hardly be called
conversation [the prefix con- meaning "with" or "together"], as it is a
forward motion toward destruction and a refusal to accept anything
which might prevent that destruction.
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2.0 Antagonism

At 2.0, antagonism, the person will look directly at you all right, not
very pleasantly. He wants to locate you—as a target.

At 2.0 we reach a level of antagonistic conversation. The individual is
apt to nag or make derogatory1 comments to invalidate2 other people.
On this level the individual can only be roused by nagging, nasty
cracks, invalidations and other antagonistic communication.

At the level of Tone 2.0 the affinity is expressed as antagonism, a
feeling of annoyance and irritation caused by the advances of other
people toward the individual. Love is received with suspicion. It is
seriously questioned and may gain, as its return, distaste.

1. derogatory: tending to lessen or impair; detracting
2. invalidate: to refute or degrade or discredit or deny something that someone else 

considers to be fact.

The Small Business Success Manual
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2.5 Boredom

At boredom, you get the eyes wandering around again, but not
frantically as in fear. Also, he won’t be avoiding looking at you. He’ll
include you among the things he looks at.

At 2.5 we have the level of indifference to conversation with others, a
"let’s not argue about it" attitude, a dismissal of communication, a
carelessness as to whether one’s conversation is being received or is
even understandable.

Between 2.5 and 2.0 we have a level where communication from
other people is refused, and where one does not like to talk.

Boredom is not a state of inaction. It is a state of idle action.
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3.0 Conservatism

At 3.0 the speech of the individual becomes more casual and
reserved. Here is the level of small talk about weather and good
roads. At this level the individual has a resistance toward ideas which
are too massive. An analytical fear is expressed here of being not
quite at ease.

At 3.0 we have the level where conservatism begins to enter the
reasoning and where persuasion and social graces begin to be
employed to invite the participation of others. Safety, security and
somewhat better survival conditions are the arguments used along
this level of the Tone Scale.

At 3.0 on the chart, a person has a conservative, cautious aspect
toward life, but is reaching his goals.
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3.5 Strong Interest

At the level of 3.5 the individual is capable of communicating deeply
felt beliefs and ideas to others and can communicate with others
selectively, which is to say, he can cut off entheta lines1 and hold back
or give forth conversation according to the rational or pleasant
circumstances of the moment. The individual at this level can listen
without becoming critical and can aid and assist others in
conversation, but he is apt to become enturbulated2 slightly if given
entheta conversation.

1. entheta lines: communications which are based on anger, sarcasm, despair, slyly 
destructive suggestions

2. enturbulated: agitated and disturbed
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4.0 Enthusiasm

At 4.0 the individual is enthusiastic, happy and vital.

Very few people are natural 4.0s. A charitable average is probably
around 2.8.

At the top of the scale, around Tone 4.0, the individual experiences
love, strong and outgoing. He experiences friendliness.

At this high level of the scale, the individual is able to listen to
everything which is said and evaluate it rationally. He can listen to
entheta communications1 without becoming severely enturbulated2.
He can receive ideas without making critical or derogatory comments.
And while receiving another person’s ideas, he can greatly aid that
person’s thinking and talking.

1. entheta communications: communications which are based on anger, sarcasm,
despair, slyly destructive suggestions
2. enturbulated: agitated and disturbed
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There are other tone levels in addition to the ones given in this
material. The idea for now is to gain an understanding of the scale as
a scale and to understand what each of the tones represents.

Keep in mind there is a social tone level and there is a chronic tone
level. The social tone level is the tone that the person wants people
around them to believe they are in. The chronic tone level is the tone
they are actually in. The difference between these two tone levels can
be significant.

A person may come across to you as very sweet and very social and
very friendly. This indeed may be the case. Then again, it may be that
this is the social tone level that is being presented to you and to
others. What is beneath this social presentation? The person’s actual
and chronic tone level is beneath this. And it is VERY, VERY important
for you to be able to differentiate between these two tone levels. 

There are some exercises given in the next chapter that will help you
differentiate between the social and chronic tones of a person. 
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The Hubbard Char t  Of  Human
Evaluation

One of the best ways to utilize The Emotional Tone Scale is in
conjunction with the Hubbard Chart of Human Evaluation. 

From the works of L. Ron Hubbard, we learn the following:

"The whole subject of how to accurately judge our fellows is
something man has wanted to be able to do for a long time. We
now have a chart which shows a way one can precisely evaluate
human behavior and predict what a person will do.

"This is the Hubbard Chart of Human Evaluation. The chart
displays the degree of ethics, responsibility, persistence on a
given course, handling of truth and other identifying aspects of
a person along the various levels of the Tone Scale.

"You can examine the chart and you will find in the boxes, as
you go across it, the various characteristics of people at these
levels. Horribly enough these characteristics have been found to
be constant. If you have a 3.0 as your rating, then you will carry
across the whole chart at 3.0

"If you can locate two or three characteristics along a certain
level of this scale, you can look in the number column opposite
those characteristics and find the level. It may be 2.5, it may be
1.5. Wherever it is, simply look at all the columns opposite the
number you found and you wil l  see the remaining
characteristics.

"The only mistake you can make in evaluating somebody else
on this Tone Scale is to assume that he departs from it
somewhere and is higher in one department than he is in
another. The characteristic to which you object may be
masked—but it is there.
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"Look at the top of the first column and you get a general picture
of the behavior and physiology of the person. Look at the
second column for the physical condition. Look at the third
column for the most generally expressed emotion of the person.
Continue on across the various columns. Somewhere you will
find data about somebody or yourself of which you can be sure.
Then simply examine all the other boxes at the level of the data
you were certain about. That band, be it 1.5 or 3.0 will tell you
the story of a human being.

"Of course, as good news and bad, happy days and sad ones
strike a person, there are momentary raises and lowerings on
this Tone Scale. But there is a chronic level, an average
behavior for each individual.

"As an individual is found lower and lower on this chart, so is his
alertness, his consciousness lower and lower.
...

"One’s environment greatly influences one’s position on the
chart. Every environment has its own tone level. A man who is
really a 3.0 can begin to act like a 1.1 [covert hostility] in a 1.1
environment. However, a 1.1 usually acts no better than about
1.5 in an environment with a high tone. If one lives in a low-
toned environment, he can expect eventually to be low toned.
This is also true of a marriage—one tends to match the tone
level of one's marital partner.

"This Tone Scale is also valid for groups. A business or a nation
can be examined as to its various standard reactions and these
can be plotted. This will give the survival potential of a business
or a nation.

"This chart can also be used in employing people or in choosing
partners. It is an accurate index of what to expect and gives you
a chance to predict what people will do before you have any
great experience with them. Also, it gives you some clue as to
what can happen to you in certain environments or around
certain people, for they can drag you down or boost you high.
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…

"BUT DON'T USE THIS CHART AS AN EFFORT TO MAKE
SOMEBODY KNUCKLE UNDER. DON'T TELL PEOPLE
WHERE THEY ARE ON IT. IT MAY RUIN THEM. LET THEM
TAKE THEIR OWN EXAMINATIONS.

"A Tone Scale Test

"Probably the most accurate index of a person’s position on the
Tone Scale is speech.

"Unless a person talks openly and listens receptively he cannot
be considered very high on the Tone Scale.

"In column 10 of the Hubbard Chart of Human Evaluation,
‘Speech: Talks/Speech: Listens’, there are double boxes: one
set referring to talking, the other to listening. It may not have
occurred to some people that communication is both outflow
and inflow. An observation of how a person both listens and
talks will give an accurate indication of his position on the Tone
Scale.

"It is interesting to note that with this column one can conduct
what we call a ‘two-minute psychometry’ on someone.
Psychometry is the measurement of mental traits, abilities and
processes. The way to do a two-minute psychometry is simply
to start talking to the person at the highest possible tone level,
creatively and constructively, and then gradually drop the tone
of one’s conversation down to the point where it achieves
response from the person. An individual best responds to his
own tone band; and an individual can be lifted only about half a
point on the Tone Scale by conversation. In doing this type of
"psychometry," one should not carry any particular band of
conversation too long, not more than a sentence or two,
because this will have a tendency to raise slightly the tone of the
person and so spoil the accuracy of the test.
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"Two-minute psychometry, then, is done, first, by announcing
something creative and constructive and seeing whether the
person responds in kind; then, giving forth some casual
conversation, perhaps about sports, and seeing if the person
responds to that. Getting no response start talking antagonistically
about things about which the person knows—but not, of course,
about the person—to see if he achieves a response at this point.
Then give forth with a sentence or two of anger against some
condition. Then indulge in a small amount of discreditable
gossip and see if there is any response to that. If this does not
work, then dredge up some statements of hopelessness and
misery. Somewhere in this range the person will agree with the
type of conversation that is being offered—that is, he will
respond to it in kind. A conversation can then be carried on
along this band where the person has been discovered, and one
will rapidly gain enough information to make a good first
estimate of the person’s position on the chart.

"This two-minute psychometry by conversation can also be
applied to groups. That speaker who desires to command his
audience must not talk above or below his audience’s tone more
than half a point. If he wishes to lift the audience’s tone, he
should talk about half a point above their general tone level. An
expert speaker, using his two-minute psychometry and carefully
noting the responses of his audience, can, in two minutes,
discover the tone of the audience — whereupon, all he has to
do is adopt a tone slightly above theirs. 

"The Tone Scale and the Chart of Human Evaluation are the
most important tools ever developed for the prediction of human
behavior. Employ these tools and you will at all times know who
you are dealing with, who to associate with, who to trust." 

There are many, many ways you can use the data of the Tone Scale
and Chart of Human Evaluation to assist you in your business. 

If you are unsure about hiring a new person, do the two minute
psychometry test on them and determine their tone level. Then, on the
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Chart of Human Evaluation, look down the entire row of that tone level
and you will see what kind of person you have. Your decision will be
made an awful lot easier. 

What about going into partnership with someone? If you know the
person’s tone level, look him (or her) up on the Chart of Human
Evaluation. It will not lie to you. If you are not sure what the person’s
tone level is, then either use the two minute psychometry test or go
down various columns of the Chart of Human Evaluation and locate
two or three characteristics about this person on which you are
certain. Then look for the number that represents that tone level. Now
you have a complete picture of your prospective partner — all of the
characteristics of that level are a part of that person. 

I remind you of a point that Mr. Hubbard made about this Tone Scale: 

"The only mistake you can make in evaluating somebody else
on this Tone Scale is to assume that he departs from it
somewhere and is higher in one department than he is in another.
The characteristic may be masked to which you object—but it is
there." 

What if you have located one of your staff to be very low toned? What
do you do? Well, if you have accurately plotted this person as below
2.0 on the Tone Scale, it would be good to keep an eye on this
person, as a truly low-toned person does not bring much value to your
business, and in many instances, is actually decreasing the value of
your business. Look over the various columns at the lower end of the
Tone Scale. Are these characteristics that you want working side by
side with you? 

Here are some exercises to do that will help you use these tools: 

1) Go up to 3 people you have never met and do the two-minute
psychometry test with them. Determine each person’s tone level. Now
do this with more people until you can comfortably do this with anyone.
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2) Open up the Chart of Human Evaluation and locate on this chart
someone you know. Go down the various columns until you find
characteristics about this person that you are sure about and then
locate the person’s tone that corresponds with these characteristics.
Do this with other people you know until you are certain you can use
the chart in this way. 

When you know the tone level of someone, you will then be able to
predict what kinds of things that person will do, and what kinds of
things will happen in the environment of that person. The Chart of
Human Evaluation will tell you in excruciating detail what you can
expect. It is almost impossible to place a value on this kind of
knowledge. Knowing the tone level of your staff, your clients, your
prospective employees, even your competition can put you in the
driver’s seat. And from this driver’s seat, you can take your business
into new ranges.
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Effective Uses Of The Tone Scale
The Emotional Tone Scale can be used in a wide variety of ways. It
can be used to help you sell your service or product. It can be used to
help you gain agreement from people. It can be used to motivate your
staff. 

Let’s go into some detail on this. L. Ron Hubbard says the following:

"Is there some kind of a system by which you can sell a tractor,
a house, a gold brick, a golf game or anything? Can you get
some agreement and cooperation from a person in apathy? In
grief? In fear? In antagonism? In boredom? In conservatism? Is
there some kind of method by which you can get good agreement
so that these people will go along with you? Yes, and it is about
as simple as it comes. You just match the person’s tone.

"Let’s apply this to an angry man. You want to sell something to
this fellow in anger and you say to him, ‘It’s a beautiful day, isn’t
it?’ That isn’t going to work! Instead, you better take a look at
him, listen to his voice tones and look at his office help.

"For example, let’s say you are working on the financing of a
project to build a city park. You walk into the office of this angry
fellow just as he is saying, ‘They all ought to be stood up against
a wall ...’

"You say, ‘And shot!’

"He looks at you and says with relief, ‘Soul mate!’

" ‘Now,’ you ask, ‘who should be stood up against a wall?’

" ‘Those dogs, that’s who!’

" ‘Well, it’s just like this project! If we had this project, we could
shoot ‘em!’

" ‘What project?’ he asks, interested.
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"The project we are using in this example is to build a city park.
To someone in anger, you don’t want the park for the kids and
someplace to let the birds sing. The reason you want to build
this city park is to get even with those contractors that wanted
the land. Something like that will sell this angry fellow on a city
park. He will write out his check.

"It is a sympathetic vibration.1

"Did you ever see the physics class experiment where you have
two tuning forks2 side by side? If you hit only one of them, the
other one will vibrate too, even if you damp3 out the first one.

"That is a sympathetic vibration. You have to talk along a
sympathy line. You have to match the tone level that this person
normally frequents.

"You could be fooled. You could look at this fellow and say to
yourself that he looks like a conservative old man and start
talking to him more or less conservatively. ‘We have this large
conservative project and it’s going to do a lot of good and it’s
going to make some money.’ You don’t talk about this project
making anybody happy, but you tell him, ‘It does good and it’s
practical and it’s going to make some money.’ You talk to him like
that, and the first thing you know, this fellow says apathetically,
‘Well, I don’t think anybody would live to use it in these times.’
You were wrong.

"To sell to someone in apathy, you would say, ‘Of course, it
probably won’t do any good anyway.’

"If you were trying to sell a tractor, you would say, ‘Most of them
around the countryside are all broken; they don’t last very long.
Almost any competitor of ours is outselling us anyhow. They
don’t work.’ He will sigh, ‘Well, give me one.’

"All too often an individual who is trying to do business with
other individuals, who is trying to work with other individuals, will
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be so solidly fixed in a tone himself that he doesn’t understand
the necessity of trying to get into communication with another
individual before he tries to do something with him. It is necessary
to get into communication first. The only way you can get into
good, solid communication anywhere along this line is to match
the person on the Tone Scale.

"An insurance salesman who is fixed at the line of fear goes
around and tells everybody to be afraid. He tells them in various
ways. He goes on selling, ‘Be afraid, be afraid, be afraid, be
afraid.’ He is an excellent salesman if the community in which he
is selling has a predominance of people at this tone level. But he
would completely flop if he were trying to sell this idea to higher-
toned people. Suppose he tried to sell it in the offices of a very
conservative magazine. He would go in and say, ‘Be afraid, be
afraid,’ and they would put a cartoon in the magazine about
somebody being afraid. They would not be impressed and they
would not react. This individual who is fixed at the level of fear
can only get a reaction at the level of fear.

"Educationally, this person could begin to understand that not
everybody was at his tone level, that maybe there was
somebody at apathy. You give the person in apathy this pitch,
‘Be afraid, be afraid, be afraid, be afraid’ — standard insurance
arguments. This person would like to be afraid. Fear is two
rungs up the Tone Scale! He isn’t afraid. The only way you could
sell him anything at all would be to tell him, ‘This is a recognition
of the fact that there is no fear involved anyplace in the world
anyhow, and there’s no use in doing this stuff and it doesn’t have
any end or purpose. But people would sure think you were dead.
It really proves the fact that a man is practically on his way out
to have a policy of this size, doesn’t it?’

" ‘Yes, it does. Where’s my fountain pen?’

"You can’t sell it to him on the basis of ‘You know, you ought to
have this because you’re going to die and your wife is liable to
be left penniless.’
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"Wife? The person in apathy has had no emotional response
about anybody but himself for so long, you can’t sell him
anything about any other part of his environment. You can’t even
sell him well on himself. He is way down there.

"The person in grief is sitting there saying, ‘It’s all hopeless.
There is no future. I wouldn’t bring a child into this world anyway.
Things are pretty horrible over there in Europe anyway. I know
when my husband used to beat me, I used to say ...’ "

"And you just say, ‘You poor thing. We feel sorry for you. I feel
sorry for you. Everybody feels sorry for you. Sign on the dotted
line. Everybody feels sorry for you.’ That’s all a person in grief
can hear.

"It is almost useless to agree with the grief case in your speech:
‘Yes, I know, when my father used to beat me and used to
feel…’

"She says, ‘…and he always used to say to me…’

"Then you say, ‘…and when he took my car away from me, I
knew that life was pretty hopeless,’ and so forth.

"‘…and he often said to me,’ she says, ‘when we were walking
out of the barn… You know, I did have a love affair before I met
him but I gave it up. I had to be noble. Married my best friend—
I thought it was for the best, but it’s all worked out wrong.’

"You are trying to match grief. Grief doesn’t listen. It is
senseless, when a person breaks down and starts to cry, for you
to say, ‘It’s all right. Life is going to be beautiful, life is going to
be wonderful. The sun will shine again.’ ... You can stand there
and talk like that for a long time but about the only thing you can
do is to pat them on the shoulder and say, ‘I feel sorry for you.
Yes, everybody feels sorry for you. We pity you.’ And if you carry
along in that line this person will finally simmer down and
smooth out very nicely. You can get a communication line then
because grief is a supplication4 and plea for pity.
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"But on a fear level, you can only sell things that prevent death.
Here is where the political parties really come in. Imagine a
populace which is predominantly in a state of fear. I don’t mean
that they are specifically afraid of something. They are just in a
fixed state of fear. They have been up against politicians a long
time and they are scared stiff.

"Somebody talking along the line of ‘Be happy and cheer up
because all is well tomorrow’ is not going to win the election. The
fellow who is going to win the election from this populace is the
fellow who says, ‘We are being attacked from all sides by
enemies! The subversives are coming in underneath and prying
us apart. ... The country must be saved! This is a time for
emergency measures! I’ll save you from all this! We need price
controls and ...’

"Fear is best appealed to by arguments about things to be afraid
of. Anger is best appealed to by things to be angry about.

"Something else happens when you skip a tone. Boredom can
more or less dampen out antagonism. Anger can control fear.
Fear can play on down to grief a little bit. If we are speaking in
terms of two people, side by side, the one who will more or less
be in command of the other will be the one who is a grade up
from the other one.

"Conservative people, uniformly throughout the society, depend
almost exclusively upon the dreamer and the happy individual to
provide the ideas which provide conservatism with its action.
You have noticed that. Actually, to the conservative there is a
necessity to put something together well. However, there is no
reason why practicality can’t be happy.

"A populace which is at 2.5, which is just bored, can be ruled by
a conservative government — a reasonable, practical,
conservative government. However, a society which is at 1.1
cannot be ruled by a conservative, practical government; it can
only be ruled by an angry or antagonistic government.
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"Agreement occurs at the same emotional tone level as the
person making the statement. He buys his facts at that level.

"To go half a tone to a tone up from a person’s level is to
command him within his zone of reality.

"... To control a Tone Scale point you move half a tone to a tone
above it.

"Doing this with a person you can bring him up tone and impress
him. People will go into agreement, at their own tone, but they
are not impressed with their own tone."

Okay, that was quite a bit of material from Mr. Hubbard. Let’s go over
this some more and see how this can help you in your business.

First of all, Mr. Hubbard talks about the importance of matching a
person’s tone level if you really want to get anywhere with that person.
Have you experienced trying to get somebody to do something and no
matter how much you reason with the person, or how much you urge
the person, you just don’t really seem to get real agreement with this
person? You were probably approaching this person in the wrong tone
level! Yes, it could be that simple!

Let’s say you have an employee who is in the tone level of, say,
"boredom", and you try to excite and enthuse him to get going, get
productive, get moving...and you just don’t make any headway.
What’s happening here? You are simply too high on the tone scale to
make any real impact on this person. If you then went back to this
employee and communicated to him from this tone level of "boredom"
and talked about things to be bored about, you would find yourself in
communication with him. Getting people to do things depends initially
on being in communication with them!

And Mr. Hubbard says the easiest and most effective way to get in
communication with someone is to match their tone. 

How about somebody who is in the tone level of "enthusiasm?” How
would this person respond to somebody who was always being
antagonistic? Not very well at all! 
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Do you think somebody who was genuinely an enthusiastic person
would believe things said by a person constantly in fear of things? Not
hardly.

It has to do with their tone level. Their tone level is the emotional state
that they most normally frequent. It exists somewhere on the Tone
Scale. If you know what somebody’s tone level is, you can gain their
agreement by matching their tone.

Then, if you want to really get things going, after you’ve matched their
tone level and gained their agreement, you move a half a notch to a
full notch above that tone and you will find you can accomplish all
kinds of things with this person.

Using The Tone Scale In Handling Clients

For example, let’s say you are doing a sales presentation to someone
who is somewhat antagonistic. This person shows the various
characteristics of the tone level of "antagonism.” (If necessary, turn
back to the page that explains "antagonism" in detail). In this example,
you’re a doctor and you are trying to get this person to purchase a
treatment plan that you know they need.

The person is making various critical comments about how all doctors
are just filthy rich and make all kinds of money doing things that
people really don’t need done to them. After listening to this for a little
while, you look the patient straight in the face and say: "I agree! Those
doctors should all be packed up and taken to an island somewhere
where they can all work on each other!"

The patient sits back in his chair and expresses a sigh of relief, thinking
"now, here’s somebody that understands me!"

You have now matched his tone level and gained some agreement
from him. You may want to continue along this line for a little while
longer to ensure you have fully matched his tone level, but your object
is to get a half to a full notch above this level of antagonism, so what
do we do now?
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Well, antagonism is at 2.0. A full notch up is "conservatism" at 3.0.
Let’s try this:

After you’ve matched his tone level at "antagonism", you move up to
conservatism and say: "Well, I certainly can see what you’re saying. I
like to take a practical approach to one’s physical health. After this
treatment program, your body will be stronger and healthier. I like
dealing with things in a safe and practical manner."

This will not only diffuse the person’s antagonism, this tone of
"conservatism" at 3.0, which is one full notch above antagonism (at
2.0), will actually help to guide the communication cycle to its intended
end — the person agreeing to take the treatment plan.

Remember, Mr. Hubbard said: 

"Agreement occurs at the same emotional tone level as the
person making the statement. He buys his facts at that level.

"To go half a tone to a tone up from a person’s level is to
command him within his zone of reality."

You establish agreement with the person by matching his tone level.
You have his agreement, and he will buy his facts at that level. To then
command him within his zone of reality means that you need to move
one half to a full notch above that tone level.

Using The Tone Scale In Handling An Employee

Let’s look at another example. Let’s say you have an employee who
seems always to be in grief. She may not always be crying, but she
seems to be a griefy-type person. She is in the tone level of grief. This
tone level is very low on the Emotional Tone Scale and you may want
to keep a close eye on this person’s performance, but in the
meantime, let’s figure out how we can get this person contributing
more to the business. 
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It may take a little effort on your part, but you should approach someone
in the tone level of grief from the point of view of: "you poor thing.
Everyone pities you. Oh, you poor thing." A person truly in grief will
genuinely respond to this kind of communication. We observe that the
tone level of "fear" is half a notch above "grief.” Okay, then we start
talking to this person about things that someone might be afraid of:
"Well, Mary, I certainly understand your difficulties. I’m afraid of what
may happen around here if we don’t get this project finished that
you’re working on. It makes me fearful just to think about it."

"Fear" is half a notch above "grief.” And if Mary is chronically in this
tone level of "grief", then this will work. 

Make sure you realize that there are two different types of tone levels.
There is the social tone level. This is the one that the person presents
to you and to the world around them. This is the tone level that they
want you to think they are in. Often a person will present a much higher
tone than they actually are. Their real tone level is their chronic tone
level. This is the one that really governs their behavior. It is sometimes
very hidden, but it is there. 

The two minute psychometry test, mentioned earlier, is a tool that can
help you locate the chronic tone level. You can also locate someone’s
chronic position on the Tone Scale by use of the Hubbard Chart of
Human Evaluation. However you do it, realize the chronic tone and
the social tone are not necessarily the same tone level. When you are
interested in a person’s tone, you are interested in their chronic tone.
Their social tone is the tone that they want you to believe they are in,
but the tone that will really tell you who they are — this is the chronic
tone.

All of us are familiar with the person who comes up to you and
compliments you in some way, but you go away feeling you’ve been
slimed. This is the 1.1. The covertly hostile person. They are not openly
hostile, they haven’t the courage to be openly hostile. So they
manage to express their hostility in covert ways. This is the person
who smiles right to your face, while conceiving of some way to
undermine or make less of you.
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Example: a covertly hostile person (1.1 on the Tone Scale) comes into
your office and says: "Well, boss, I guess you’ve done the best you
can with Bill. He really wasn’t cut out to be a salesperson, but you’ve
sure done what you can with him." Somehow you really don’t feel very
complimented by this communication. You’ve been told how Bill really
isn’t much of anything and that you’ve done what you can with him. It’s
an attempt at a compliment, but it is hostility expressed covertly. 

How would you handle this kind of person? Well, you can certainly
match their tone quickly to gain their agreement. But you may want to
quickly move into a tone half to a full notch above this 1.1 level. Let’s
choose "antagonism.” That’s 2.0 on the scale and that will certainly fit
the bill.

After our 1.1 has dropped his covertly hostile compliment on the table
for you, you look him straight in the eye and say: "Do me a favor.
Spare me the left-handed compliments! I don’t need to be reminded
of other people’s inadequacies. I’m trying to build a team here. Please
start acting like a team member!"

Your response to this covertly hostile person will tell him that his covert
comments are not welcome and he will be much less likely to continue
in that vein. You are using the tone of "antagonism" to control the tone
below it of "covert hostility.” It will work and it will work splendidly.

However, keep a VERY close eye on a truly 1.1 person. Look very
carefully at the kind of products this person gets — does this person
get products that somehow need to be redone or that end up being
more costly to the organization? Also, observe very impartially the
effects this person has on others around them. Keep a VERY close
eye on this kind of person. Act according to what you see.

How do you keep YOURSELF high-toned? There are certain
procedures that Mr. Hubbard designed that will not only keep a
person high-toned, but can also bring a lower-toned person into a
higher tone level.

For immediate purposes, one way to keep yourself high-toned is to
surround yourself with high-toned people. Don’t allow low-toned
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people to be on your key production lines. You could be very ruthless
about this and just not allow low-toned people in your life. In that the
world has a fairly large segment of low-toned folks in it, this is not
always a realistic course of action. 

But understanding and applying the technology of the Emotional Tone
Scale IS a realistic course of action. 

Knowing where people fall on this Tone Scale and knowing how they
will respond to various situations in life WILL put you more and more
in command of your own life and your business world.

Tone Scale Exercises

1) Go up to 3 people and determine their tone level. (Using the 2
Minute Psychometry). Then try to talk to them several notches above
or below their tone level and observe the results of this. Then match
their tone level and see what happens. Do this with more people until
you are comfortable matching someone’s tone AND you are certain of
its effects.

2) Go up to 3 different people and first match their tone level. Then go
a half to one full notch above their tone and communicate to them
from this tone. Note how they respond when you move (a half to a full
notch) above their tone and how they responded at their tone. Do this
with more people until you are comfortable doing this AND you are
certain of its effects.

Should you choose your friends based on the Tone Scale? Should you
choose your employees based on the technology of the Tone Scale?
Should you choose a lifelong mate with this data in mind?

This Tone Scale will help you in every area of your life. I will now give
you a tip on one of the very best investments you can make towards
your future success: spend a couple of hours every week doing the
above drills; get yourself expert at spotting tone levels and
understanding the Tone Scale and the Chart of Human Evaluation.
Use it fully!



1. sympathetic vibration: a vibration caused by other vibrations transmitted from a
neighboring vibrating body.
2. tuning fork: a small steel instrument with two prongs, which when struck sounds a
certain fixed tone. It is most commonly used in tuning musical instruments.
3. damp: to check or deaden the vibration of (a piano string, drum membrane, etc.).
4. supplication: a prayer or humble request.
5. bereaved: to leave in a sad or lonely state, especially by death.
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Successful Application Of The
Material In This Chapter:

Mike Chatelain, of ExecTech (a consulting firm) has had some experience
applying the principles of the Tone Scale:

"When you can make just about anyone feel good about themselves, you
command your destiny. Since learning how to use the tone scale I’ve never
had money problems. One day I realized the source of income is not
companies, not investments, not real estate. The source of income is other
people. 

"The tone scale is the tool you need to control people’s emotions. If you
can make anyone feel good while delivering something they need or want,
you have the edge. For example, when I first learned to use the tone scale,
I tried it with a policeman. He had pulled me over for speeding. He jumped
off his motorcycle and nearly ran to my car. The morning was cold and his
head had steam coming from it because he was so mad. "Do you know you
were nearly going freeway speed?" I noticed he was in anger so I matched
his tone. I yelled, "I’m sick and tired of people tailgating me on this road!
I’m mad at myself for letting them push me over the speed limit. I know
better!" He looked startled, stepped back from my car and just looked at
me. Then he said, "So let this be a warning to you!" and walked off. 

"I’ve gotten pretty good at matching and raising people’s tone level without
thinking. For example, I was speaking to a physician today who was upset
about his practice. He was in the tone level of antagonism. I matched and
raised his tone within three minutes. He started to laugh and crack jokes.
Because I can use the tone scale, people open up to me. They want to talk
to me. We can reach win-win agreements. Everyone wins."

Scott Chinchar, from Sacramento, California, has worked extensively in
sales. He has had excellent success using the Chart of Human Evaluation:

"What I have found to be extremely helpful in sales is using the chart to
realize where the other person is at, and if I do not get a sale because the
other person is lower on the chart, I do not let that affect me or my
additude in selling. In other words, I keep on selling and don’t skip a beat
just because someone has said no, or is not really a customer but trying
to distract me or something of the sort. I just keep on going. Someone
could stop selling if they get too many ‘no’s’, and that is not the way to be
a successful salesman. Look at the chart, spot the individual and handle
accordingly and don’t get introverted or side tracked - keep going.” 
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John Spagnola is a vice-president for an international telecommunications
company. He learned about the Tone Scale some years ago and finds it
very helpful in business:

"What I discovered was that by communicating the same message to the
same person, I could get an entirely different result by applying the correct
tone level for that person. In other words, instead of an initial negative
response not using the Tone Scale, I was able to get a positive and
favorable response by using the Tone Scale. What was even more curious
was I found that this phenomena occurred EACH time I applied the correct
tone scale level to the individual. This is one of the most effective sales
tools I’ve ever used."

When Mike Eenkhoorn was part owner of a contracting company, he had
this interesting experience regarding a covertly hostile person (1.1 on the
scale):

"Ever since I learned the Tone Scale and the Chart of Human Evaluation
my life has not been the same. An example of this is one day I was with
my friend picking up supplies. I had been talking with him about the Tone
Scale and the Chart of Human Evaluation for a while. We were talking to
the delivery guy that worked there and I spotted him at 1.1 — Covert
Hostility.  So I told my friend this when we left and he said ‘Really I thought
he was pretty nice.’ I told him that the owner better watch out! Two days
latter we heard from the supply store that the delivery guy had stolen their
new delivery truck and a LOT of expensive supplies. My friend was totally
amazed. I said, ‘Don’t you think it would have been nice if the owner of that
store knew this technology? I am glad I know it!
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And
Finally,

More Tools
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Clarif ying What A Product Is
If you know exactly what your product is and you know this with
crystal clarity, and if your staff also clearly know what their products
are, you are an immeasurable step closer to prosperity.

Now that first paragraph may have sounded incredibly simple, but let’s
take a look at this a bit more carefully. What IS your product? Before
you read any further in this chapter, I want you to get out a piece of
paper and write down what your product is. 

Have you done that? Seriously, take a minute and write down what
your product is. This could be very revealing for you.

All right, you’ve done that. Very good!

Now let’s get a good definition for the word "product.” L. Ron Hubbard
defines it this way:

"A completed thing that has exchange value within or outside
the activity.

"Someone or something that has been brought into existence;
the end result of a creation; something or someone who has
been brought into existence.

"A product is a finished high quality service or article, in the
hands of the individual or group it serves, as an exchange for a
valuable. That’s a product. It’s a finished high quality service or
article in the hands of the consumer as an exchange for a
valuable.

"In other words, it isn’t a product at all unless it’s exchanged.
Unless it’s exchangeable, it’s not a product at all. Even the
individual has to put his service or article in the hands of some
other staff member before it could be called a product. Product
is exchange, exchange is product."
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Per the definition above, is it really a product if it hasn’t been
exchanged yet? Is that beautiful nice new car on the lot a product?
Well, in a sense it has been completed and it has come off the
assembly line, so it’s a product for the manufacturer and for those on
the assembly line. But from the point of view of the car dealer, is it a
product? 

The answer is a resounding no! If the car dealer has tons of beautiful
nice new cars on his lot and not a single one has been exchanged
with a consumer for a valuable (most usually money) — does the car
dealer feel productive? Does he feel that he’s producing? Not hardly.

A number of business owners are actually somewhat hazy on this very
important definition of a product. For instance, in speaking with
several dentists recently, the product that they gave for their practice
ranged from: quality health care to happy patients. But not one was
able to give a clear, concise statement of what their dental practice is
producing.

When they were shown the following statement of a product for a
dental practice, their eyes lit up:

"A happy, healthy patient who is fully completed and paid for
their service and refers others to your practice."

When you look at a product such as that, you can see that everything
that occurs in the dental practice lines up to it. Each and every staff
member in the dental practice can now contribute their actions and
duties towards the attaining of a very clearly stated and attainable
product. 

Let’s take a closer look at this product. First of all, it is "A happy,
healthy patient.” That makes good sense. The receptionist
contributes to this by being friendly and caring; the dentist does his
part by really taking good care of the patient’s dental needs. The other
staff can align their efforts to achieve this.

So a happy and healthy patient is definitely part of the product, but
only part of the product. For most dentists I interviewed, that was the 
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entirety of what they felt their product was. But they left out several
very key elements. 

The next part of the product of a dental practice is: "A happy, healthy
patient who is fully completed.”  Here is an interesting question: if
the patient is not completed with the treatment plan, is he a product?
Remember, a product is a finished item.

Which brings us to: "A happy, healthy patient who is fully completed
who is fully completed and paid for their service.” If the patient doesn’t
pay for the service, is it really a product? Well, the definition above
states: "A product is a finished high quality service or article in the
hands of the consumer as an exchange for a valuable." If the patient
doesn’t exchange for the work done by the doctor, how does the
doctor feel? Does he feel he’s really produced? No. He actually feels
somewhat let down. How does the patient feel? Also not very good.
The patient knows that he has received good care and has not
exchanged for it.

So, this point of getting paid or receiving an exchange IS part of the
definition of a product. And the receptionist who collects the money for
the service now knows that collecting the money is not just something
that she is supposed to do, she knows that if she doesn’t collect the
money, the practice isn’t producing! 

"A happy, healthy patient who is fully completed and paid for their
service and refers others to your practice."  How do we really know
that we’ve made a truly happy customer? Yes, you got it! He refers his
family and friends to you! Would you refer somebody to a store or to
a doctor if you had reservations about how you were handled? 

For a dental practice, if the patient refers others to you and if you have
completed the service on him and if he has paid you for the service
(in full) then that dental practice has produced a product!  Enough of
these kinds of products and that business will flourish.

Let’s go a bit deeper into this. If everybody in your business has a
clear understanding of what the business is supposed to produce,
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AND what they individually are supposed to produce, they will align
their activities and their actions accordingly. If they don’t have a clear
understanding of what they’re supposed to produce, they will continue
to do what they think they should do. Some of their actions will
dovetail into what is needed and some of their actions will not.

Many business owners consider that what they’re trying to produce is
INCOME. That is NOT the product. That is the exchange for the
product. 

Let me run that by you one more time. Income is NOT the product you
are trying to produce. Income is the exchange you receive. You
produce something valuable and then you receive income as an
exchange. But so many people are hung up on the production of
income that they lose sight of how the income is produced. If they put
more attention and intention into producing their actual product, they
will see more and more income as a result.

Moving on to another aspect of this, there are way too many employees
who consider that their product is "a satisfied boss.” They’ll work hard
to achieve that product, but that is not the product of their post. They’ll
do various things that may satisfy the boss, but wouldn’t the boss be
much more satisfied if they produced the product of their post in ever
increasing quantity and quality?

Every position in every business and every profession has a product
that can be determined and clearly stated. Now here is a very important
point when clearing up your product or someone else’s. A product is
NOT a thing you DO. It is a thing you PRODUCE. It is the end result
of the things you do. All of the things that you and your staff do add up
to a product and if you can sit down with each staff member and work
out what their product is, you will have taken a quantum leap forward.

Most staff have a very good idea of what they are supposed to DO.
They do not however have a clear sense of what they are supposed
to PRODUCE. Trust me on this point. I could spend another five
chapters on this. If you sit down with your staff, you will find out some
very interesting things when you ask them the somewhat disarming
question: 
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"What is your product?"

How about you? What did you write down in the beginning of this
chapter? Are you fully satisfied with what you wrote? If not, take a look
at the product above for a dental practice and take a close look at the
definition of a product and work out a good, clear statement of what
your product is. 

Then sit down with each and every one of your staff and go over with
them what the overall product is and help them determine a clear
statement of what their product should be. Their individual product will
of course align with the overall product, but make sure that their
product is not something they DO. It must be something they
PRODUCE and it must be of high quality and it must be exchanged.
The individual staff member may only exchange his or her product
with another staff member. That’s fine. That fits the definition above.
But make sure it is a PRODUCT.

A product is something that is created. It is the result of doingness. It
is something, you could say, that you HAVE as a result of what was
done. But don’t fall into the trap of thinking that what you or your staff
are DOING is the important thing. What you and your staff are
PRODUCING is the key. Some people instinctively know this for
themselves, but have trouble helping others operate in the same way.
But there are also some who have spent their entire lives judging
themselves and others on what they DO, not on what they
PRODUCE.  Get your wits fully around the differences on this and it
will serve you very well.

You may find that you have a staff member (or two) whose product is
the result of destructive intentions. They may be busy, busy, busy, but
what they actually produce is confusion for others, unhappy
customers, disgruntled staff, lost materials, etc. Clearing up products
as stated above may help you locate such a staff member. 

With all of your staff, you can now start asking questions like: "Where
are your products? How many products have you gotten out? How
many products can you get out in the next 24 hours?" Of course, you’ll
want to use a lot of affinity as you groove in this change of operating
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basis, but your staff will start focusing on what’s important, and a lot
of "busy work" will drop off.

Every day you should talk about products to your staff. You should
bring it up at staff meetings. You eat, drink and breathe products. You
dream about products. And the staff who enjoy producing will love it
— the staff that don’t? Well... 

Clearing yourself up on products and clearing up your staff on
products is a tool that you can immediately use to streamline the day
to day activities of your business and it is a tool that will help you
increase your prosperity.

Enjoy!
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Table of Contents
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How Impor tant Is Speed 
Of Ser vice?

How fast should your service to the public be? How quickly should
your staff move around? How speedily should communication move
from one internal point of your business to another? Should you even
have any attention on the subject of speed? 

These questions are answered in a quote from L. Ron Hubbard:

"The prosperity of a business is directly proportional to the
speed of flow of its particles [customers, goods, supplies, letters,
invoices, email, etc.].

"To prosper, service must be as close to instant as possible. 

"Anything which stops or delays the flows of a business or
delays or puts a customer or product on WAIT is an enemy of
that business.

"Good management carefully isolates all stops on its flow lines
and eradicates them to increase speed of flows.

"Speed of service is of comparable magnitude to quality of
service, and where exaggerated ideas of quality exist, they must
become secondary to speed.

"Only then can a business prosper."

Let’s see how these points can be applied to your business.

How Fast Does It All Happen?

First of all, I’d like you do a very simple, but revealing, exercise. I want
you to go around to every part of your business and observe your
business in terms of SPEED. During this exercise, you are a "fly on
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the wall" so to speak — your staff should not be aware that you are
observing them as to how fast (or slow) they handle things.

During this exercise, observe the following things:

1) How fast do each of your staff move from point A to point B? This
is a very simple observation. Do they go straight from point A to point
B, or do they sometimes take a small break at point C and maybe
have a chat at point D and then eventually get to point B? Do they
move slowly or even very slowly from point A to point B? Or do they
move briskly? Take some discreet notes on this.

2) Observe how long a customer has to wait for service of any kind. If
you have a reception area, how long does the customer wait there
before being seen? How long does the customer wait to check in at
reception? In other words, does the receptionist attend to something
else while a live customer waits? How long does it take for the
customer to pay for the service or product that he is consuming? Are
there lines that keep your customers on wait? Do staff of yours walk
right past long lines of customers — because you can be sure that
some of those customers are asking themselves: "why don’t they
open up another check out line around here?" Take some notes on
what you find out. 

3) The next thing to observe is the speed of movement of internal
particles. How quickly does a memo of yours get to the person it was
intended for? How quickly does this person READ the memo? How
rapid is the response to your memo? Does the person respond at all?
Look at internal communications, despatches back and forth. Look at
forms that need to be filled out, filed, mailed, etc. and determine how
speedily these are handled. How quickly do goods (supplies, forms,
the products themselves, etc.) get from the front door to the shelf
where they belong? Are they stored somewhere and sometimes
forgotten? Take more notes.

Okay, you’ve noticed quite a few things and you’ve taken quite a few
notes. Are you pleasantly surprised that all parts and facets of your
business are moving along at a very speedy rate? Or are you somewhat
shocked at the various slows and delays and even stops that exist?
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Don’t despair! The remedy is simple. It is contained in the quote from
Mr. Hubbard above:

"Anything which stops or delays the flows of a business or
delays or puts a customer or product on WAIT is an enemy of
that business.

"Good management carefully isolates all stops on its flow lines
and eradicates them to increase speed of flows.”

The word "eradicate" in the paragraph above means:

"to get rid of, to remove all traces of"

Yes, it would be an excellent move on your part to remove all traces
of any stops on your business flow lines. The flow lines are the
different paths where goods or customers flow. In other words, in a
doctor’s office, a patient will come in the front door and move from the
receptionist to a treatment room to the front desk and out the door.
The customer moves on these flow lines. Goods and products also
move on flow lines. Are the flow lines set up so that customers and
goods and particles can move smoothly and quickly?

Get Your Staff On The Same Page

After you’ve done the above exercise (where you observed the speed
at which things move in your business), I recommend that you hold a
staff meeting and explain to your staff your intentions to speed things
up. That you will be going through each area of the business and
wherever and whenever you can, you will be insisting that things
speed up. You can even read the above quote to your staff so that
they understand your purpose is not to give them weight reducing
activities, but to speed up the whole scene so that the business pros-
pers and so that customers get faster service.

Yes, the most important area to speed up is the service directly to the
customer. But don’t stop there. The principle above applies to ALL
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aspects of running a business. If you take this principle and apply it to
every aspect of your business, the change could be dramatic.

Objections To Speed?

What if you have an employee or staff member who objects to speeding
up? This can happen. Some people object to things moving too fast.
They just don’t want to move faster than a certain speed they have
been comfortable with for many years. This may not be a serious
problem but then again, it may be. This person may also have other
objections that affect your business’ prosperity. 

So you may want to keep an eye on someone who objects to things
speeding up. And you may want to consider replacing such a person
with an individual who ENJOYS things moving very fast. This is not
merely a function of age. I know quite a few older folks who love to
speedily service customers and keep things moving along briskly.

If you have someone in your business who does object to speed, it
may just be they need some time to adjust to a new (and faster) way
of doing things. But if they continue to object and if their objections are
strenuous, keep your eyes peeled for other things they may be doing
to slow the show down.

You want to locate all the different ways that you can speed things up.
This does not mean that you want your staff to run around like
chickens with their heads cut off. This does not mean that they are not
to finish things in front of them before taking on the next item. But it
DOES mean that everyone can have a change in their viewpoint as to
how quickly they can start and finish a given job. And it means that
each person CAN increase the speed with which they service their
customers.

During the staff meeting that you hold, you can ask each person how
they feel when they go to a store and have to wait for a person to
attend to them. You can ask them how they feel when they wait in a
long line at the grocery store and how they feel when store personnel
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walk right by them without even noticing the long line. Your staff will
get the idea that speed is good and that speed can happen and that
you want it to happen.

What if YOU, the owner, object to speed? Whoah! That could be a
problem. What I would recommend to you is that you still do the
exercise above and go around and look at how quickly all the different
parts of your business are moving. And then I would suggest that you
gradually improve the speed of things. Take one area that you feel
comfortable could be sped up and work to speed up that one area.
When you are comfortable with that change, go to another area and
do the same there.

And if YOU are a rocket ready to be launched into space, I would also
suggest speeding things up somewhat gradually. This just makes it
easier on your staff.

If you are a one-man show and have no staff, this information still
applies. It just applies totally to YOU: how quickly you service
customers, how quickly you move products and various items of the
business from Point A to Point B. 

The main point is to get the slows and delays and stops out of the
way. Remove all traces of them. Speed up service to your customers.
Speed up the movement of all parts of your business and watch the
increases in your prosperity!
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Successful Application Of The
Material In This Chapter:

Jeffrey Hosier of Los Gatos, California is a photographer with this to say about
speed of service:

"When you own your own business, one of the biggest problems I find is having
time to return communication when you’re involved in a lot of production.  By
hiring someone to handle all the communication, my stats doubled in one month.
I can now be producing all day and check in a few times per day to see what’s
going on instead of trying to make calls out in the field.  My clients get to have
their questions answered within a short time and I have less stress and worry so
I can be more creative.  Increasing the speed of service has really made a
difference."
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Exchanging In Abundance
In the business world, there is the concept known as "fair exchange.”
When you give a product or service in exchange for money and the
person receiving the product or service feels he got "his money’s
worth", this is considered "fair exchange.” Businesses have operated
for hundreds, actually thousands of years on this principle of fair
exchange. 

In an article on this very subject, L. Ron Hubbard says:

" ‘Fair exchange’ gives one a rather level progress. It is
considered ‘honest,’ is socially acceptable and very legal under
law. It does not, however, guarantee any expansion or improvement
of a group or the lot of a person. It is barely comfortable."

Is there a form of exchange that will guarantee expansion and
improvement?

Yes, and we will simply call it: "exchange in abundance.” Now you
may already have a good idea of what it means to exchange in
abundance, but I am going to give you a perspective on this that can
make a major impact on the success of your business.

With regards to exchanging in abundance, Mr. Hubbard says:

"Here one does not give two for one or free service but gives
something more valuable than money was received for.
Example: The group has diamonds for sale; an average
diamond is ordered; the group delivers a blue-white diamond
above average. Also it delivers it promptly and with courtesy."
...

"Produce in abundance and try to give better than expected
quality. Deliver and get paid for it, for sure, but deliver better
than was ordered and more. Always try to write a better story
than was expected; always try to deliver a better job than was
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ordered. Always try to — and deliver — a better result than was
hoped for."

The principle of "exchanging in abundance" is not a marketing gimmick.
It is not a sales gimmick. It is a powerful piece of technology that can
be applied to your scene right now and produce excellent results.

If you were to relentlessly operate to give your customers MORE than
what was expected, and if you instill this point of view into your
co-workers, and if you (and your co-workers) wholeheartedly
implement this concept, your business would flourish.

In actual fact, even if you only halfheartedly start applying this concept
you will see some interesting things happen. Figure out different ways
that your customers can be given more than what they expect from
you and then deliver such. Here are some examples of how to do this,
but realize there are an infinite number of ways to apply this:

• When you complete a transaction, take the extra time necessary to
make absolutely certain that your client understands all the details of
the arrangement. Really dig in and find out if there is any element of
the transaction that is not fully understood and if so, clarify each point
fully. 

In actuality, this is not done very often in the business world.
Sometimes the salesperson doesn’t want the client to know about a
certain aspect of the transaction, because the salesperson is worried
this may block the sale. If you withhold information from your client,
you don’t feel very good and the sale "sticks" with you. On the flip side
of this, if you ensure that your client understands all the details of the
transaction, two things will happen: 

1) You will feel a lot better about the transaction and

2) Your client feels you’ve gone the extra mile to make everything
right.

• Stay in excellent communication with your client. Take the time just
to see how they’re doing. Yes, you should call on your clients as
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often as you can to "transact business", but calling just to see how Mr.
Jones is faring? Talk about standing out in a crowd. It is just not done
very often. And people genuinely appreciate the care that you put into
making that call.

Remember, the purpose of this call is just to see how your client is
doing, but you may be surprised how often business can surface
when you are calling simply to see how your client is doing?

• Another way to exchange in greater abundance with your clients is
to regularly provide them with helpful information. You have a wealth
of knowledge that you use everyday to help people make decisions.
Don’t hoard it. And don’t just use it sparingly just to close a sale.
Spread it around. Send a letter to all of your past clients that gives
them some helpful tips. Make sure this letter is designed to give them
useful, helpful data. You can end off your letter with: "and if you need
my services, feel free to call" but make sure you carry out the chief
purpose of this letter: to inform your clients and increase the quality of
their life somehow. You want to exchange in abundance with the
people you do business with.

This is also a very interesting technique to procure new clients, sending
out a letter (or newsletter) to someone who hasn’t done business with
you and provide them with data that can/will be helpful to them. Give
them a way to reach back to you, but keep your intention clean on this:
you want to provide some help and you want to start the process of
exchanging in abundance.

Do not make the mistake of looking at your client in terms of giving
more to this client solely so that this client will give more back to
you. You are applying this principle to all of your clients and you are
doing so because you WANT to give them more than what they
expect. You don’t have in the back of your mind that this client now
has to give more back to you. He very well may, but that is not your
focus.

I am not trying to give you some sort of mental gyration here. I am
simply saying that the principle should be applied to your entire scene
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and that you should have a ‘no holds barred’ type attitude to this.
Increased income is inevitable.

How about your co-workers or staff? Should you apply this principle of
"exchanging in abundance" to them? 

What do you think?

Yes, you came up with the right answer. If you look for ways to apply
this principle to your co-workers and/or staff, they will find it easier to
apply the principle to your customers. Income will rise. 

According to Mr. Hubbard, the principle of exchanging in abundance
"is almost unknown in business or the arts. Yet it is the key to howling
success and expansion."

You can apply as little or as much of this principle as you like. You can
start off  slow and do something more for several clients the first week.
Or maybe you want to apply this concept with a vengeance. Maybe
you are the kind of person who will look for a way to give more than
what was expected to every client you service and in every possible
way you service them! Don’t let me stop you.

Whatever you choose, I will tell you this: exchanging in abundance is
indeed "the key to howling success and expansion" and if you apply
this principle, you will be most deserving of the inevitable results.
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Successful Application Of The
Material In This Chapter:

Christopher Kight from Sacramento, California:

"I own a Wedding Photography studio and within 5 years of buying it I
made it into the largest and most successful Wedding studio in the entire
Sacramento area. It is a very simple business to run and just a few powerful
principles have made all the difference.  The main one is a policy called
‘exchange in abundance.’

"I found that most consumers expect that, when buying something, they
will have to fight to just get their money’s worth.  From the start and every
time they interact with us we always give them significantly more than they
expect.  If they expect me to arrive at the Wedding at 1:00 pm, I show up
at 12:30 and help with the flowers or sew on a button or advise the
groomsmen on their tuxedos. Then I also give them great photography.
When we deliver their album we often give them extra photos that they
didn’t order.  This policy has created a referral network that gives me
customers in abundance!"      

Steve Drasche, from New York City:

"I run a successful piano tuning/servicing business here in New York City.
When I tune or repair someone’s piano, I try to make it sound a zillion times
better! I try to deliver not only the best product available, but a product that
exceeds the customer’s wildest expectations. Not only do I feel gratified in
knowing I have done them a great service, but the ‘word of mouth’ referrals
over the past 20 years (years I have used this piece of technology) have
been of tremendous quantity. In this kind of business, there’s no better
advertisement."

"One day I was out selling chimney sweeping door-to-door and came to a
lady’s house who said she probably needed my service, but she couldn’t
use her fireplace because the damper was stuck. I said, "let me take a look
at it." It was REALLY STUCK! I then borrowed a crowbar and tried to work
the damper loose. After 15-20 minutes working on it, I still couldn’t open it
all the way. At this point, she said to not worry about it and thanks for
trying. I said I wanted to try one more time, not wanting to leave without a
product. I took a hold of the handle one more time, gave it a good yank,
and lo and behold it came loose. I then used more WD40 to finish the job
and totally handled the stuck damper.
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"I was happy that I accomplished what I set out to do (to take good care of
my potential customer), and she was happy that she could now use her
fireplace. I had not asked for any money to do this for her, but she insisted
on giving me money for my efforts and asked me to call her back to schedule
a time for cleaning her chimney, which did happen and she is now a
regular customer of mine. This all occurred because I take the viewpoint of
totally servicing my customers’ needs from day 1.

"Over the years, I have had TONS of referrals and repeat business,
because I always try to deliver and care for my customers’ needs beyond
their expectations. Try it, it works!"

Craig D. Kelsay
Kelsay Services Company    

Mike Chatelain is a partner with ExecTech, a company that provides
consulting to business owners. ExecTech has offices in four metro areas:
San Francisco Bay Area, Greater Los Angeles Area, Tampa Bay Area and
Houston. After applying the principle "exchanging in abundance" and
seeing it in operation elsewhere in the business world, Mike made the
following observations:

"The most remarkable benefit of exchanging in abundance is the support
you receive from customers and clients. For example, when we give our
consulting clients better results than they expect, they not only pay us
promptly, they sign up for additional consulting contracts and send us
referrals. 

"You see the same with any successful business. A hotel that gives you
more and better service is always full. Restaurants with better-than-
average food at reasonable prices are hard to get into. Auto repair shop
owners who repair your car and wash it without asking are rare. 

"We enjoy surprising our clients with better service, higher quality or more
value than they expect."
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Conclusion
You now have a fairly extensive set of tools, each one capable of
helping you improve your business scene. Here are a few things to
keep in mind:

As you start using these tools, you will observe that they will not
necessarily stay in effect "all by themselves.” The person in charge of
the activity needs to keep these things "in maintain." Does that sound
like a lot of EXTRA effort? Perhaps. But what you may also find is the
more you use these jewels, the easier it is to think with them and the
less effort is needed to keep them "in maintain.”

For instance, the KRC triangle.

Mr. Hubbard said:

"By inching up each corner of the KRC triangle bit by bit,
ignoring the losses and making the wins firm, a person at length
discovers his power and command of life."

When I first learned of this triangle and used it a few different times in
my business, I found that it had excellent workability. And each time I
used this piece of tech, I found it easier and easier to apply and I
found the results came quicker and were more profound. Now, this
KRC triangle is almost an instinct with me. I got on the bicycle and
wobbled around a few times, but now I’ll always know how to ride the
bike!

The principle in the last chapter: "Exchanging in Abundance" is a very
interesting one for me. I believed over so many years that the correct
form of exchange was "fair exchange.” As long as I gave a fair
exchange, then all was well. But Mr. Hubbard said:

"‘Fair exchange’ gives one a rather level progress. It is
considered ‘honest,’ is socially acceptable and very legal under
law. It does not, however, guarantee any expansion or
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improvement of a group or the lot of a person. It is barely
comfortable."

And he went on to say that the principle of exchanging in abundance
"is almost unknown in business or the arts. Yet it is the key to howling
success and expansion."

So I kept pushing myself to apply this principle as often as I could and
as deeply as I could. The more I applied it, the more success ensued.
Yes, there were still some mental cobwebs along the lines of "hey, just
give them a fair exchange and all will be well." After pushing myself to
apply this principle of "exchanging in abundance", the cobwebs started
fading for good.

We are exposed to SO many different ideas these days that we
sometimes get drenched with the ideas and fall short of applying the
really useable ones. Don’t make that mistake with what you have in
this manual. These principles will not fail you. They work. They work
even when half-heartedly applied. Just think what could happen if you
take them and apply them to the max!

You also may have observed that these very same principles have
applicability outside of the business arena. A very astute observation!
Virtually everything in this book can be applied to your personal life, to
your family, to relationships, to the Little League team. Well, your
family and your relationships and the Little League team all deserve
to flourish and prosper.

Here is another point to bear in mind:

If someone comes around and challenges you or in some way tries to
persuade you not to use the principles in this book, ask this person a
very simple question: "Have YOU applied the data in this book
yourself?" If they haven’t, thank them for their concern and keep right
on moving forward.

I have learned a very powerful lesson about this Earth that we live on:
every technology has its critics. All the finest breakthroughs in



mankind’s history were opposed by some. But I also learned that it is
an awful lot easier to criticize than it is to create. So keep on creating
and let the criticisms fade. They always do in the face of success.

And last but not least:

Remember, when you put order into an area, it is always productive of
some disorder initially. Ignore the disorder and keep on putting in the
order. Eventually the order will be all that remains!

______________________________

You have the ability to make your business flourish and prosper!

Now you have some superb tools to blend in with your ability.

Do well and succeed!
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